Part V: Archives

Introduction

The Commission’s Terms of Reference include a clause which states:

In order to assist public understanding the Commission should provide in its reports an outline of the archival and other sources of most relevance to these issues and the nature and extent of the records therein, together with the challenges and opportunities in exploiting these sources for the purpose of further historical research or examination.

This part lists the sources used by the Commission to compile this report. The Commission has created a digital database from the registers of institutions, which is the key source for institutional chapters, and the data that is provided in the Executive Summary. It was also used at various points in writing the Social History. This database is being transferred to the Child and Family Agency (Tusla) under the Commission of Investigation (Mother and Baby Homes and certain related Matters) Records and another Related Matter Act 2020.

The other major sources are not the property of the Commission - they remain under the control of government departments, local authorities, religious organisations and other bodies. The Commission does not hold original documents from any of these repositories. Access is determined by legislation - in the case of government departments or local authorities - or it is at the discretion of the organisation.

In Part 1: Social History, detailed footnotes are provided. Many of the sources used in that part were also used for the institutional and specific issues parts. Some sources were used exclusively for the Social History part. These are mainly from published sources but some are from individual archives and they are not repeated in the lists given here.

The main sources for Part 2: Individual Institutions are the institutional records of the institutions investigated by the Commission and the files provided by the Department of Health. The Department of Health files frequently cover a number of institutions or a range of issues. In the institutional chapters, the main Department of Health files used are listed.

The other significant sources are the local authority records and records held in diocesan archives. The reference codes for these files are given where they are available but the Commission is aware that changes may be made to these codes. For example, the Commission is aware that some material consulted in the Cork City and County Archives
has been assigned new reference codes since the Commission examined the material. It is possible that this has occurred in other archives as well.

**Department of Health files**

The Introduction to the Report contains a description of how the Department of Health provided files to the Commission. This is a complete list of all the files provided. These files are already departmental files for the purposes of access by researchers. The original files are all held by the department or its successor, the Department of Children. The department scanned the files and provided scanned copies to the Commission.

A small number of files were not relevant to the Commission’s work. For example, some files were received which were titled ‘St Patrick’s’ which actually dealt with industrial schools. The names of the files are as given by the department. In some cases, the file name includes the name of a person or persons: this has been indicated by […]

*‘Clandillon’ files*

- RM-ARC-0-489765: Ms Clandillon Papers - Notebook No. 45.
- RM-ARC-0-489766: Ms Clandillon Papers - Notebook No. 45 1947, 48- 49 - 50
- RM-ARC-0-489306: Ms Clandillon's Books - Notebook No. 3
- RM-ARC-0-489252: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 28 - Longford
- RM-ARC-0-489317: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 9
- RM-ARC-0-489327: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 16
- RM-ARC-0-489326: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 18 - Kildare
- RM-ARC-0-489281: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 40 - Wexford 1, 1964,67,70 & 76
- RM-ARC-0-489304: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 47
- RM-ARC-0-489260: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 39 - Westmeath
- RM-ARC-0-489308: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 21
- RM-ARC-0-489709: Ms Clandillon Papers - 22-2-6 – Data on boarded out papers 1975 - 1978
- RM-INA-0-489385: Ms Clandillon’s Papers Extracts Child Care Services Main Policy File W7-1
- RM-ARC-0-489332: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 38 - C. Waterford
- RM-ARC-0-489299: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 5 Carlow
- RM-ARC-0-489314: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 19
- RM-ARC-0-489432: Child Care Legislation Unit 22.2.18 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Longford 1944 -1956
- RM-ARC-0-489411: Child care legislation unit Clandillon Papers 22.2.2 Children boarded out in Co Wicklow by the Dublin Board of Assistance 1953-54
- RM-INA-0-489221: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 12 Cork South
- RM-INA-0-489214: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 34 – Offaly
- RM-ARC-0-489247: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No.10
- RM-ARC-0-489259: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 6 - Cavan
- RM-ARC-0-489401: Childcare legislation unit 22.2.13 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Waterford 1936-1971
- RM-ARC-0-489250: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 37 Waterford
- RM-ARC-0-489422: Child care legislation unit 22.2.52 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Co Wicklow
- RM-ARC-0-489771: Ms Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children - Louth
- RM-ARC-0-489769: Ms Clandillon Papers - Waterford 1943 - 1974
- RM-ARC-0-489408: Child care legislation unit 22.2.9 Ms Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children - Kerry 1949-1964
- RM-ARC-0-489429: Child care legislation unit 22.2.19 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Dublin
- RM-ARC-0-489425: Child care legislation unit 22.3.21 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Tipperary - […]
- RM-ARC-0-489693: Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children
- RM-ARC-0-489768: Ms Clandillon Papers Child Care Legislation Unit Clandillon Papers - 22.2.1 Limerick Papers 1944 - 53 Boarded out children
- RM-ARC-0-489419: Child care legislation unit 22.2.63 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Clare
- RM-ARC-0-489421: Child Care Legislation Unit - Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Cork-Kerry
- RM-ARC-0-489406: Child Care Legislation Unit 22.2.64 Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children WHB 1975
- RM-ARC-0-489233: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 30 – Louth
- RM-INA-0-489227: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 31 – Meath
- RM-INA-0-489223: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 32 – Monaghan
- RM-INA-0-489209: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 35 - Sligo
- RM-ARC-0-489258: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 7 – Clare
- RM-ARC-0-489322: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 41 – Wicklow
- RM-ARC-0-489271: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 4 – Carlow
- RM-ARC-0-489257: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 8 – Co. Clare 1
- RM-INA-0-489220: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 33 – Offaly
- RM-ARC-0-489295: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 51
- RM-ARC-0-489767: Ms Clandillon Papers - Notebook No. 44
- RM-ARC-0-489402: Ms Clandillon Papers Madonna House Department of Local Government and Public Health Reports 1936-1937
- RM-ARC-0-489334: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 2 – Dublin
- RM-ARC-0-489404: Child care legislation unit 22.3.35 Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children – Limerick […]
- RM-ARC-0-489773: Ms Clandillon Papers - 22.4.4. General Papers 1941-1951
- RM-ARC-0-489360: Child care legislation unit 22.3.29 Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Mayo […]
- RM-ARC-0-489356: Child care legislation unit 22.2.44 Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Co. Wicklow 1951-1953
- RM-ARC-0-489255: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 50 Co. Kerry
- CCL-INA-0-485567: Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children – Co. Wicklow BOC 1950-52
- RM-ARC-0-489682: Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Mayo – […]
• CCL-INA-0-485562: Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Mayo 1966-1977
• CCL-INA-0-485550: Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Cavan - 22.3.13
• CCL-ARC-0-504254: Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Cork 1969 - 1978 Clandillon Papers
• RM-ARC-0-489331: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 20 - Laois
• RM-ARC-0-489416: Child Care Legislation Unit 22.3.20 Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Tipperary – Various Cases
• RM-ARC-0-489297: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 43
• RM-ARC-0-489278: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 26
• RM-ARC-0-489418: Child Care Legislation Unit 22.3.36 Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children Limerick […]
• RM-ARC-0-489328: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 22
• RM-ARC-0-489276: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 25
• RM-INA-0-489224: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 13 S Cork
• RM-ARC-0-489270: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 49
• RM-ARC-0-489320: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 27
• RM-ARC-0-489244: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 36 Tipperary N & S
• RM-ARC-0-489254: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 1
• RM-ARC-0-489273: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 48
• RM-ARC-0-489333: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook. 24 - Limerick
• RM-ARC-0-489237: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 15 Kerry
• RM-ARC-0-489311: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 17 (Part 1 & 11)
• RM-ARC-0-489311: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks - Notebook No. 17 (Part 1 & 11)
• RM-ARC-0-489778: Ms Clandillon Papers - UK-Ireland repatriation scheme 1939 - 1950
• RM-INA-0-489387: Child care legislation unit 22.2.40 Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children Co. Wicklow BOC 1949-1951
• RM-ARC-0-489386: Childcare legislation unit 22.3.15 Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children 1975-1977 […]
• RM-ARC-0-489369: Childcare legislation unit 22.3.16 Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children Wicklow 1954-1978
• RM-ARC-0-489409: Correspondence Ms Clandillon 1950S -60S-70S
- RM-ARC-0-489701: Ms Clandillon Papers
- RM-INIA-0-489219: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 11 N Cork
- RM-ARC-0-490806: Clandillon Papers 22.2.11 Reports on boarded out children Carlow 1951-1974
- RM-ARC-0-489407: C.A.R.E. Ms Clandillon Papers
- RM-ARC-0-489324: Ms Clandillon's Notebooks - Notebook No. 29 Limerick
- RM-ARC-0-489389: Ms Clandillon Papers - Circular 23-70 - Children in care of Health boards
- RM-ARC-0-490773: Ms Clandillon Papers - Irish Times articles "children in court" - letters on report
- RM-ARC-0-489397: Ms Clandillon Papers Cherish meeting Sat 26/10/74 Dun Laoghaire
- RM-ARC-0-489433: Childcare legislation unit Clandillon Papers 22.3.2 Correspondence with unmarried mothers 1955-62
- RM-ARC-0-489705: Ms Clandillon Papers - Catholic marriage advisory council
- RM-ARC-0-489702: Ms Clandillon Papers 22.3.12 - Galway - Various cases
- RM-ARC-0-489370: Ms Clandillon Papers - Dept. of H & SS & Sco[t]tish home & Health Dept. documents
- RM-ARC-0-489368: Ms Clandillon Papers Carers in the community
- CCL-INA-0-485573: Ms Clandillon Papers - Read - not - not registered - not indexed
- RM-ARC-0-489430: Childcare legislation unit 22.3.7 Clandillon Papers – Individual - family cases Dublin […]
- RM-ARC-0-489704: Ms Clandillon Papers - Places of detention for children
- RM-INA-0-489388: Ms Clandillon Papers Task force - Options in admin, child care
- CCL-INA-0-478957: Clandillon Papers - M118 - 9 - 18
- RM-ARC-0-489715: Ms Clandillon Papers - Training on social work
- RM-ARC-0-489410: Ms Clandillon Papers H Bds area and population table
- RM-ARC-0-489367: Ms Clandillon Papers material for meeting of [EHB staff] 1973
- RM-ARC-0-489691: Ms Clandillon Papers - Talk at opening of training course for directors of community care, IPA 29-5-77
- RM-ARC-0-489687: Ms Clandillon Papers - Voluntary & community organisations in Dublin 2 - Social services
- RM-ARC-0-489694: Clandillon Papers - Dublin cases 1972-1980
- RM-ARC-0-489698: Ms Clandillon Papers - Family therapy network
- RM-INA-0-489392: Child Care Legislation Unit Clandillon Papers-22.2.5 Children at nurse in Dublin districts on 30th September 1951
- RM-ARC-0-489372: Ms Clandillon Papers Sample of all mother and child forms
- RM-ARC-0-489380: Ms Clandillon Papers L Division information on services for mentally retarded and m. ill children list of special residential centres
- RM-ARC-0-489354: Ms Clandillon Papers Proposed guidelines - children (residential homes) starting in employment
- RM-ARC-0-489377: Ms Clandillon Papers AIM Seminar Jan 1974
- RM-ARC-0-489365: Ms Clandillon Papers Trainee S.Ws
- RM-ARC-0-489376: Ms Clandillon Papers - Press cuttings
- RM-ARC-0-489357: Childcare legislation unit 22.3.8 Clandillon Papers Individual- Family cases Donegal - Various cases
- RM-ARC-0-489364: Ms Clandillon Papers […] - Press cuttings
• RM-ARC-0-489374: Ms Clandillon Papers Health board maps
• RM-ARC-0-489383: Ms Clandillon Papers Home helps circular 20/4/72 Home help services in Europe and U.S.
• RM-ARC-0-489355: Childcare legislation unit 22.2.45 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children - Co. Wicklow BOC 1952
• RM-ARC-0-489362: Childcare legislation unit 22.2.41 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Co. Wicklow BOC 1950
• RM-ARC-0-489393: Childcare legislation unit 22.3.9 Papers - Reports on boarded out children EHB […]
• RM-ARC-0-489697: MS Clandillon Papers - 22.2. 32 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children - Meath
• RM-ARC-0-489384: Child Care Legislation Unit 22.2.22 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children - Cork 1950 - 1965
• RM-ARC-0-489420: Child Care Legislation Unit 22.2.12 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Kilkenny 1952-1965
• RM-ARC-0-489721: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children - Offaly- Various 1973-1979
• CCL-INA-0-485560: Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Dublin BOC in Co. Wicklow 1947-1951
• RM-INA-0-489382: Child Care Legislation Unit Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children - Wexford 1951-1977
• RM-ARC-0-489713: Ms Clandillon Papers Reports on boarded out children - Carlow 1964 - 1972
• RM-ARC-0-489722: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children - Kildare – […]
• RM-ARC-0-489714: Ms Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children - Laois
• RM-ARC-0-489696: Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children - Kerry […]
• RM-ARC-0-489686: Ms Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children - Mayo 1940-1959
• RM-ARC-0-489710: Ms Clandillon Papers Reports on boarded out children - EHB - Supervision of BOC 1975-1976
• RM-ARC-0-489718: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children - Tipperary N.R. 1948-1957
• RM-ARC-0-490807: Clandillon Papers 22.2.33.Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Galway
• RM-ARC-0-489725: Ms Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children - ISPCC cases 1973-1977
• RM-ARC-0-489683: Ms Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children - Co. Wicklow
• RM-ARC-0-489723: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports – Individual - Family cases - on boarded out children - Kerry
• RM-ARC-0-489727: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children - Roscommon 1943 - 1955
• RM-ARC-0-489426: Child Care Legislation Unit 22.2.59 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children Kildare 1976
• RM-ARC-0-489716: Ms Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children - North Cork 1951 - 1962
• RM-ARC-0-489688: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children - Barnardo's
RM-ARC-0-489707: Ms Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children - Cavan 1944-1956
RM-ARC-0-489692: Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children – […]
RM-ARC-0-489720: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children - Meath […]
CCL-INA-0-485571: Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children Cork
RM-ARC-0-489684: Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children
RM-ARC-0-489708: Ms Clandillon Papers - Reports on boarded out children - Kilkenny 1976
RM-ARC-0-499218: Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children-Waterford
RM-ARC-0-489711: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children - Kerry
RM-ARC-0-489428: Child Care Legislation Unit 22.2.65 Clandillon Papers-Reports on boarded out children NWHB 1976-1978
RM-ARC-0-489726: Ms Clandillon Papers / Reports on boarded out children - Annual reports 1943 & 1944
RM-ARC-0-489856: Ms Clandillon- Index cards […]
RM-ARC-0-489942: Ms Clandillon- Index cards - […]
RM-ARC-0-489866: Ms Clandillon- Index cards - […]
RM-ARC-0-489989: Ms Clandillon- Index cards
RM-ARC-0-489858: Ms Clandillon- Index cards - […]
RM-ARC-0-489860: Ms Clandillon- Index cards – […]
RM-ARC-0-489853: Ms Clandillon- Index cards – […]
RM-ARC-0-489944: Ms Clandillon- Index cards – […]
RM-ARC-0-489986: Ms Clandillon- Index cards
RM-ARC-0-489939: Ms Clandillon- Index cards – […]
RM-ARC-0-489984: Ms Clandillon- Index cards
RM-ARC-0-489700: Arrangements for reception of children in emergency & Waterford community service centre
CCL-INA-0-478958: Foster mothers - Westmoreland Lock Hospital
RM-ARC-0-489400: Ms Clandillon's papers Wicklow county Children Acts 1908 - 34 representations from […] regarding non payment of reward for child placed at nurse
- RM-ARC-0-491361: Cork North general returns of children and unmarried mothers in institutions
- CCL-INA-0-485551: Capitation rates for residential homes and special schools - 1982
- RM-INA-0-496698: FOI Appeal to the High Court (FOI Act section 37(3) and Adoption Act 1952 section 22(5)
- RM-ARC-0-489403: Ms Clandillon's papers explanation of boarding out and foster care IASW document no 1 child interest group
- RM-ARC-0-490075: Public Assistance Authority returns

Immunisation files
- INACT-INA-0-527161: Enquiries regarding poliomyelitis vaccination
- INACT-INA-0-527156: General arrangements for 1962 polio vaccination scheme
- INACT-INA-0-527155: Enquiries regarding poliomyelitis vaccination - correspondence up to December 1958
- INACT-INA-0-458021: Oral polio vaccination. Medical inspectors reports on schemes.
- INACT-INA-0-462670: Returns of poliomyelitis vaccinations. 1964-.
- INACT-INA-0-527158: Arrangements for 1960 polio vaccination scheme
- INACT-INA-0-527157: General arrangements for 1961 polio vaccination scheme
- CH1-INA-0-491251: Arrangements for the supply of oral polio vaccine
- MED-INA-0-506116: Institut Merieux Irl Ltd “Absorbed diphtheria tetanus pertussis vaccine B.P. Pasteur Merieux”
• NATARCH-ARC-0-415922: 1958-59: Vaccination against poliomyelitis
• INACT-INA-0-443238: General series: child health services. Immunisations.
• INACT-INA-0-471695: Therapeutic substances act, 1932. Submissions & directives thereon regarding issue of permits to doctors under act to enable them to import poliomyelitis vaccine (Salk)
• INACT-INA-0-428072: Complaints regarding operation of polio vaccination services
• INACT-INA-0-429868: Cost benefit study for proposed measles immunisation programme
• CH6-IMP-0-55683: Vaccine usage 20/10/1997
• CH6-IMP-0-55638: MMR Vaccine 07/11/87
• CH6-IMP-0-55623: M.M.R. - Problems with vaccine 1992
• CH6-IMP-0-55618: Measles - Costing for measles immunisation programme 1985-1986
• CH6-IMP-0-58894: National vaccine stock management group - HEBE
• CH6-IMP-0-55616: Measles - extension of immunisation campaign
• CMO-IMP-0-78413: Immunisation in childhood fact sheets and reports
- CMO-IMP-0-78414: Concerned parents group oral submission to the Joint Committee on health and children on immunisation 23rd November 2000
- INACT-INA-0-473816: Type of vaccine used in each community care area - Measles.
- INACT-INA-0-451643: Measles immunisation.
- CH6-IMP-0-55649: Documents-circulars relating to vaccinations-infectious diseases
- CH6-IMP-0-55601: Information from pharmaceutical companies - vaccine distribution
- CH6-IMP-0-55637: Requests for immunisation records
- CH6-IMP-0-61870: MMR Vaccine 27/04/2006
- CH6-IMP-0-55646: Vaccination information
- CH6-IMP-0-55633: Report of adverse reaction to DPT vaccination in Midwestern Health Board and related matters
- CMO-IMP-0-78424: National immunisation committee
- CMO-IMP-0-78423: National immunisation committee
- INACT-INA-0-434903: Dublin C.B. Fees for immunisations against diphtheria & pertussis.
- INACT-INA-0-457393: Number of diphtheria tetanus & pertussis and diphtheria-tetanus immunisation of children under 2yrs during year ended 30st Dec '82.
- MED-INA-0-493649: Whooping cough press cutting etc. re whooping cough, vaccination against the disease etc.
- MED-INA-0-493636: Wellcome Ireland Ltd Diphtheria vaccine TAF B.P. EEC PMP Regulations 1975
- CMO-IMP-0-78419: Immunisation compensation
- CH6-IMP-0-56269: Polio vaccination campaign 1977 - volume 2
- CMO-POL-0-9671: MMR (Measles, mumps, rubella) correspondence in relation to immunisation
- CMO-POL-0-9675: H I B Immunisation programme - miscellaneous papers
- INACT-INA-0-451640: Measles consideration of including measles vaccination in depts programme.
- HPT-INF-0-119870: National immunisation register
- MED-INA-0-500612: Wellcome Ireland Ltd., Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed)
- CH1-INA-0-491406: Rubella: annex to file b311-30 proposed rubella vaccination scheme. replies to letters and circular of 24/8/1971
- CH1-INA-0-491407: Review of returns for infectious diseases and vaccinations
- CH6-IMP-0-56219: Vaccine safety- research and impact on the immune system
- CH6-IMP-0-56214: Oireachtas committee - consideration of vaccination issues
- INACT-INA-0-451642: Measles immunisation programme immunisation
- CH1-INA-0-491000: Meetings with Imomeasles immunisation
- MED-IMP-0-28921: Infanrix penta - D.,T.,P., HEP. B., Polio vaccine
- MED-IMP-0-28923: Infanrix hexa - D.,P.,T., HEP. B., polio & haem. 'Flu B vaccine'
- INACT-INA-0-451645: Consideration relevant to recommending measles immunisation as part of the department's programme of vaccination and immunisation measles.
- CH6-IMP-0-55709: Oasis Information project childhood immunisations
- CH6-IMP-0-55705: alleged use of Tribovax animal vaccine in children in 1973
- CH6-IMP-0-55643: Vaccination uptake - queries - volume 1
- INACT-INA-0-457401: Number of rubella vaccinations for year ended 31st Dec 1983
- INACT-INA-0-462776: Review of mass measles immunisation programme
- INACT-INA-0-448884: Letter of 23 October, 1973 to C.M.O.s re immunisation and vaccination services.
- INACT-INA-0-474240: Use of quadruple vaccine.
- CH6-IMP-0-544607: Documents/circulars relating to vaccinations/infectious diseases - volume 2
- ENV-INA-0-532279: MMR Immunisation 06/12/01
- ENV-INA-0-532208: 2 - in 1 vaccine report of adverse reactions
- INACT-INA-0-451641: Measles immunisation - replies from DCC/MOHs
- INACT-INA-0-453927: Miscellaneous. Correspondence regarding measles vaccination.
- INACT-INA-0-457400: Number of rubella vaccinations during year ended 31.12.82.
• INACT-INA-0-428481: Control of sale of certain anti-abortion vaccines (strain 19 vaccines) under Animal Remedies Act, 1956.
• CMO-IMP-0-31993: RH + Immunisation 21/06/2001
• CH6-IMP-0-103471: MMR vaccine - volume 4
• CH6-IMP-0-103472: MMR vaccine - volume 5
• CH4-INF-0-30424: VCJD & oral polio vaccine issue
• CH6-IMP-0-103450: MMR (measles, mumps, rubella) vaccine - volume 2
• CH6-IMP-0-55626: M.M.R. - returns of M.M.R. I vaccine 1992
• CH6-IMP-0-55619: M.M.R. - Supplies of vaccine
• CH6-IMP-0-55665: Vaccine branch UCD 07-01-32
• CH6-IMP-0-103500: Vaccine branch UCD - Volume 2
• CH6-IMP-0-55621: M.M.R. Vaccine - adverse reactions - volume 1
• CH6-IMP-0-55636: Vaccinations - adverse reactions, reporting arrangements.
• CH6-IMP-0-86596: Development of rubella vaccine - use of aborted foetus
• CH6-IMP-0-103512: MMR Vaccine - volume 3
• CH6-IMP-0-55629: Development of rubella vaccine - use of aborted foetus
• INACT-INA-0-443218: General schemes. Diphtheria immunisation - register for recording particulars carried out by districts medical officers.
• MED-INA-0-544281: Inactivates (Salk) polio vaccination - reorganisation of schemes
• MED-INA-0-500496: HOECHST Ireland Ltd., Diphtheria tetanus vaccine
• MED-INA-0-503286: EEC PMP Regulations 1975 Wellcome Ireland - Poliomyelitis vaccine
• MED-IMP-0-29955: Prevenar - Pneumococcal saccharide conjugated vaccine, adsorbed
• MED-INA-0-502912: Smith Kline & French Labs Ltd., Poliomyelitis vaccine
• CMO-INA-0-525544: Immunisation box 2 of 3 (papers, reports & publications)
• CMO-INA-0-525543: Immunisation (loose papers, reports, publications etc. on immunisation) box 1 of 3 boxes - box file
• MED-IMP-0-28924: Hexavac - Combined D.,P.,T., HEP. B., polio, & haem. ‘flu B vaccine’
• MED-IMP-0-28047: Triacelluvax: 3 - in - 1 vaccine
• CH1-INA-0-491437: Vaccination query 23/06/1998
• HPU-INA-0-506414: Immunisation: measles mumps and rubella - general information.
• CH1-INA-0-491253: Review of vaccinations and immunisation policy and control of certain infectious diseases
• INACT-INA-0-463651: Rubella. Proposed extension of schemes. 1) Vaccination. 2) H.A.I. (haemagglutinating inhibiting) testing.
• SUE-INA-0-507941: Child immunisation. 23/09
• MED-INA-0-502841: Wellcome Ireland diphtheria and tetanus vaccine
• MED-INA-0-505972: Institut Merieux Ireland Ltd "Merieux Measavax (measles vaccine live BP)"
• CH1-INA-0-491256: Review of the department's policy on vaccination and immunisation
• HPU-INA-0-506517: Health education bureau, research, child immunisation in Ireland
• MED-INA-0-506086: Institut Merieux Ireland Ltd "measles rubella vaccine"
• MED-INA-0-489359: Therapeutic Substances Act, 1932 submission and direction thereon regarding issue of permits to doctors under above act to enable them to import oral poliomyelitis vaccine.
• CMO-INA-0-525545: Immunisation (loose papers, reports, publications etc. on NDSC) box 3 of 3 boxes
• INACT-INA-0-458022: Oral polio vaccine returns.
• INACT-INA-0-457959: One day conference on (1) sexually transmitted disease. (2) Immunisation and vaccination programmes 29th March 1972.
• INACT-INA-0-445888: Information requested by W.H.O. on the measles vaccination practices in the countries of the European region.
• INACT-INA-0-430280: Council Of Europe. Partial agreement P H Committee compensation for damages caused by vaccination.
• CH6-IMP-0-55630: Measles-rubella immunisation campaign 1995
• CH4-INF-0-17940: Primary childhood immunisation programme
• INACT-INA-0-420394: 1996 - Total Health Board - Community drugs vaccine
• CH4-INF-0-31776: Medeva oral polio vaccine (use of albumin) - letter of 20th March onwards
• GMS-IMP-0-4868: Vaccines 11/11/92
• CH6-IMP-0-84802: Expert group on vaccine quality
• CH6-IMP-0-55599: expert group on vaccine quality
• HPU-INA-0-504009: immunisation: evaluation.
• HPU-INA-0-503881: immunisation: measles immunisation.
- CH6-IMP-0-55659: Implementation of Hurley report national immunisation it project
- HPT-INF-0-114342: EU working party on public health - childhood immunisation
- CH6-IMP-0-56222: Immunisations - additional posts in S.H.B.
- CH6-IMP-0-56207: Western Health Board - Additional posts in immunisation & vaccination.
- HPU-INA-0-506462: Attitudes and behaviour of mothers towards immunisation
- CH6-IMP-0-55710: Thimerosal in vaccines
- CMO-INA-0-525536: JCV 1 Vaccination (papers, reports and publications)
- HPU-INA-0-506525: Market research bureau of Ireland Ltd., MRBI report, attitudes and behaviour of mothers towards immunisation
- CH1-INA-0-491401: Miscellaneous discussions with M.O.H.s on issues relating to vaccine damage
- CH6-IMP-0-103569: Revised primary childhood immunisation programme - volume 7
- CCL-IMP-0-64745: Clinical trials - correspondence with Commission on vaccine trials. temporary file
- INACT-INA-0-474437: Vaccination against poliomyelitis supply of polio vaccine in 1962 & 1963 etc.
- FOI-INA-0-530411: FOI-2000-341 Copies of correspondence minutes of meetings and other materials relating to trials of vaccines carried out on children in children's homes or otherwise in care in the 1950s 1960s and 1970S
- CMO-INF-0-93751: Draft report of the vaccine damage steering group - November 2008
- IDS-INA-0-480042: Effects of whooping cough vaccine
- CMO-IMP-0-78403: Vaccines (miscellaneous papers 1997 - 1998)
- CH6-IMP-0-55658: National immunisation steering committee meetings
- CH4-IMP-0-103642: Implementation of immunisation report - volume 5
- ECT-IMP-0-50006: National immunisation project
- CH1-INA-0-491248: 1) Polio surveillance study: 2) Question of use of live virus poliomyelitus [sic] vaccine
- HRU-INF-0-120152: Value for money & policy review of immunisation programmes - project initiation document (PID) papers
- CH6-IMP-0-56031: Vaccine trials inquiry list of archived files to be searched
- CCL-IMP-0-43218: Child abuse - AVPA-Clinical
- CH6-IMP-0-56033: Vaccine trials inquiry list of current community health files
- MED-IMP-0-65044: Proquad - MMR Varicella vaccine
- MED-INa-0-500506: HOECHST Ireland Ltd., D.P.T. Vaccine
- ECT-IMP-0-97539: Proposal for the development of a pandemic vaccination programme information system
- INACT-INa-0-463639: Rubella vaccination scheme annual returns 1980
- CH6-IMP-0-56032: Vaccine trials inquiry list of off site files to be searched
- CH1-INa-0-490995: Follow up of serious adverse reactions to measles immunisation and reports on new measles cases
- CMO-INa-0-525544: Immunisation box 2 of 3 (papers, reports & publications)
- CCL-IMP-0-64745: Clinical trials - correspondence with commission on vaccine trials. Temporary file
- INACT-INa-0-459448: Polio vaccination publicity.
- INACT-INa-0-459448: Polio vaccination publicity.
- CH6-IMP0-103587: Vaccine user group - main file (E.H.B. & dept. of Health) - Volume 2
- CH6-IMP0-55652: Vaccine user group - main file (E.H.B. & Dept. of Health)
- CH6-INF0-59556: Fees paid to general practitioners under immunisation and maternity and infant care scheme - by HSE area
- CH6-IMP-0-56253: Medeva oral polio vaccine- use of albumin from VCJD sufferer- O
- INACT-INa-0-459839: Press conference on vaccinations and immunisations.
- CH6-IMP-0-55657: National vaccine stock management group - volume 1
- CMO-INF-0-104274: Pertussis (whooping cough) vaccine damage – […]
- ENV-INa-0-532733: Clinical trials involving children in the 1960s and early 1970s
- MED-IMP-0-544455: Vaccines user group - pharmacist file
- CMO-INF-0-107461: Immunisation - newspaper cuttings in relation to vaccination against childhood diseases such as measles-rubella
- CMO-POL-09872: Immunisations 02/01/91
- CBP-IMP-0-122434: Compensation for vaccine damage
- CH6-IMP-0-103566: Implementation of immunisation report - volume 2
- CH6-IMP-0-103568: Implementation of immunisation report - volume 3
- MED-INa-0-535916: Alleged vaccine damage - whooping cough- […]
- ENV-INA-0-532700: Rubella - vaccination file - volume 3
- CH6-IMP-0-56030: Laffoy vaccine trials inquiry
- MED-IMP-0-108083: Vaccine trials - 2010 onwards
- MED-IMP-0-135205: FOI May 2015 vaccine trials […]

Other Department of Health files
- CCL-INA-0-485547: Cork South Board of Public Assistance: Children in Sacred Heart Home, Bessboro.
- CCL-INA-0-488268: Sacred Heart Convent, Bessboro, Blackrock, Cork.
- CCL-INA-0-488712: Report dated 8/10/1969 by the manager Cork Health Authority on the services provided for unmarried mothers, with particular reference to the establishment of a Placement Committee for the placement of children for legal adoption.
- CCP-IMP-0-45492: Sacred Heart Home Bessboro: Inspectors' Reports.
- CCP-IMP-0-45687: Eastern Health Board: Miss Carr's Home, Northbrook Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6.
- CCP-IMP-0-45958: Eastern Health Board: St Patrick's Home, Navan Road, Dublin 7.
- CCP-IMP-0-46212: Children sent abroad for adoption.
- CCP-INA-0-481814: Adoption Grants: Sacred Heart Adoption Society.
- CCP-INA-0-482240: Cross Border Adoptions.
- CCP-INA-0-483137: Denny House.
- CCP-INA-0-483891: Denny House.
- CCP-INA-0-489126: Mother and Baby Homes: Future Policy.
- CCP-INA-0-490832: Opening of Home for Mothers (unmarried) in Dublin.
- CCP-PER-0-497174: County Galway: County Home, St Brendan's, Loughrea, Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institution, Inspectors' Reports.
- FOI-INA-0-530411: Request for: Copies of all correspondence, documents, minutes of meetings and other materials relating to trials of vaccines carried out on children in children's homes or otherwise in care in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s.
- INACT-INA-0-426512: Children and Mothers in special homes: Annual Returns.
- INACT-INA-0-432660: Denny House, 83 Eglinton Road, Donnybrook.
- INACT-INA-0-433567: Denny House, 83 Eglinton Road, Donnybrook: Correspondence.
- INACT-INA-0-434275: Donegal: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Stranorlar County Home.
- INACT-INA-0-435427: Dublin: Regina Coeli Hostel, Appointment of Clerk of Works.
- INACT-INA-0-435466: Dublin: St Patrick's Home, Navan Road, Disposal of part of site.
- INACT-INA-0-435467: Dublin: St Patrick's Home, Navan Road, Sister-in-Charge.
- INACT-INA-0-437877: Erection of a special home for: unwanted babies; unmarried mothers; day centre for handicapped children at Callystown, Clogherhead. […], Letter from North Eastern Health Board.
- INACT-INA-0-442791: Galway: Half yearly returns of children maintained in approved schools and institutions under Section 55.
- INACT-INA-0-447861: Kerry: Children and Unmarried mothers in Institutions, Inspector's Reports.
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• INACT-INA-0-448785: Leitrim: Unmarried Mothers and Children in Institutions - Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-450268: Midland Health Board: St Peter's, Castlepollard, county Westmeath, 1969-1977.
• INACT-INA-0-450360: Maintenance Rates: Ard Mhuire, Dunboyne - Home for Unmarried Mothers.
• INACT-INA-0-450464: Manor House, Castlepollard: Inspectors’ Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-450465: Manor House, Castlepollard: Reconstruction and equipment.
• INACT-INA-0-451522: Mayo: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions: Inspectors' Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-454197: Miss Carr's Home, Northbrook Road, Dublin: Residential accommodation for deserted wives, unmarried mothers and their children.
• INACT-INA-0-461556: Regina Coeli and Morning Star Hostels: Improvement schemes, payment file.
• INACT-INA-0-463707: Sacred Heart Home, Bessboro, county Cork: Scheme of Improvements.
• INACT-INA-0-464099: Sean Ross Abbey, Roscrea: Inspectors' Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-464172: Section 35, Capitation Rate: Homes for unmarried mothers (Castlepollard, Bessboro, Roscrea).
• INACT-INA-0-465923: St Anne’s Adoption Society, Cork: Repatriation of Unmarried Mothers.
• INACT-INA-0-467773: St Patrick's Hospital: Fatal Accidents, Sudden Deaths, Suicides and Attempted Suicides.
• INACT-INA-0-467774: St Patrick's Home, Kells Road, Kilkenny: Report and Accounts for the year 31st December 1986.
- INACT-INA-0-467780: St Patrick's Home, Navan Road.
- INACT-INA-0-467782: St Patrick's Home, Pelletstown: Improvements and alterations, Fire precautions and Telephones.
- INACT-INA-0-467784: St Patrick's Home, Navan Road, Dublin: Inspectors' Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-474129: Unmarried Mothers and their Children.
- INACT-INA-0-475557: Waterford: St Joseph's County Home, Dungarvan, Inspectors' Reports, Children and unmarried mothers in institutions.
- INACT-INA-0-476463: Wexford: Children and unmarried mothers in Institutions - Inspectors' Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-476832: Wicklow: Complaint regarding Westbank Orphanage in Greystones.
- INACT-INA-0-538765: Sligo: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-538770: Capitation Rates: Homes for Unmarried Mothers, Bessboro.
- MHS-INA-0-490058: Laois: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Inspectors' Reports.
- MHS-INA-0-490144: Mayo: Returns of Children and Unmarried mothers in Institutions.
- MHS-INA-0-490145: Laois: Returns of Children and Unmarried mothers in Institutions.
- MHS-INA-0-490147: Mayo: Returns of Children and Unmarried mothers in Institutions.
- RM-INF-0-53391: Leitrim: Returns of Children and Unmarried mothers in Institutions.
- RM-INF-0-53393: Limerick County: Newcastle West, Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Returns.
- RM-INF-0-53403: Longford: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Returns.
• CCL-PER-0-497807: Boarded Out Children: Maintenance and Clothing Allowance.
• CCP-IMP-0-45753: Birth Records of Adopted Persons.
• CCP-IMP-0-46076: Press Cuttings on Adoption.
• CCP-IMP-0-1052-45897: [...] Foster Child: Eastern Health Board.
• CCP-INA-0-481717: Research Projects on Adoption.
• CCP-INA-0-481936: Grants to Adoption Societies: General File.
• CCP-INA-0-482049: Ally: Organisation for Unmarried Mothers.
• CCP-INA-0-482058: Adoption Grants: CPRSI.
• CCP-INA-0-482265: Adoption Grants: St Attracta's Adoption Society.
• CCP-PER-0-497175: Cork South: General, Boarded Out Children, Returns et cetera.
• CH1-INA-0-490896: Maternity and Infant Care Scheme: Discussions with IMO et cetera.
• CH1-INA-0-513319: Meeting with Church of Ireland re: Family Planning, 29 May 1978.
• FIN-EST-0-543051: Sale of Lands at St Patrick's Home, Navan Road, Dublin 7.
• HPO-INA-0-481253: Pro[...?] 1981.
• HPO-INA-0-483552: Regina Coeli Hostel: Fire Precautions Works.
• HPU-INA-0-485761: Open Door: An Introduction to Foster Care in the Republic of Ireland.
• IDS-INA-0-496903: Milk for Mothers and Children: Miscellaneous Correspondence.
• INACT-INA-0-422005: Ante Natal and Post Natal Statistics: Memorandum on General Care for Mothers and Infants.
• INACT-INA-0-425870: Cavan: Children in Foster Homes: Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-426511: Children Amendment Act 1957 Section 2: Placement by private individuals of children for Adoption, Inspections.
• INACT-INA-0-426516: Children in Donegal boarded out by Dublin Health Authority: Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-426520: Children’s Home Tuam Maintenance Charges.
• INACT-INA-0-426789: Clare: Boarded Out Children, General.
• INACT-INA-0-426795: Clare: County Home, Ennis, St Joseph’s: Inspector’s Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-427434: County Monaghan: County Home, Castleblayney, St Mary’s, Inspector’s Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-429552: Cork: Boarded Out Children, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-433429: Parliamentary Question 12 put down by Deputy Patrick M Cooney.
• INACT-INA-0-434267: Donegal: Boarded Out et cetera children, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-434384: Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Mechanical Services, Boilerhouse.
• INACT-INA-0-434932: Dublin County Borough: Registration of Maternity Homes.
• INACT-INA-0-435095: Dublin Health Authority: Children Boarded Out in North Cork.
• INACT-INA-0-435111: Dublin Health Authority: Boarded Out Children, General.
• INACT-INA-0-435233: Dublin Health Authority, Rathdown: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-435326: Dublin: Boundary Walls between Regina Coeli Hostel and St Brendan’s.
• INACT-INA-0-435392: Dublin: Legion of Mary, Application for grant under Section 65 of Health Act, Morning Star Hostel, Regina Coeli Hostel.
• INACT-INA-0-435426: Dublin: Regina Coeli Hostel, Progress Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-442506: Galway: Boarded Out Children, Inspector’s Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-442719: Galway: Boarded Out Children, Inspector’s Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-442989: General Enquiries regarding the placement of illegitimate children and deprived children et cetera.
• INACT-INA-0-443836: Health Act 1953: Memo on General Medical Care for Mothers and Infants, Statistics re Ante Natal Care.
• INACT-INA-0-445779: Infant Mortality.
- INACT-INA-0-447854: Kerry: Boarded Out Children, Inspectors' Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-449965: Longford: Inspectors Report on Children in St Joseph's Hospital, County Home.
- INACT-INA-0-451317: Maternity and Infant Care Scheme: Draft Leaflets on services available for unmarried expectant mothers, and under Maternity and Infant Care Scheme.
- INACT-INA-0-453996: Miscellaneous: Memorandum on Free Milk, Boarded Out Children, Unmarried Mothers et cetera.
- INACT-INA-0-455743: Mid Western Health Board: St Anne's, Sean Ross Abbey, Roscrea, county Tipperary.
- INACT-INA-0-469756: St Patrick's Home, Navan Road: Telephone and Fire Alarm Systems Loan.
- INACT-INA-0-469769: St Patrick's Infant Dietetic Hospital, Temple Hill: Provision of Staff Accommodation.
- INACT-INA-0-471904: Tipperary South: Minor Staff, County Home, Cashel, St Patrick's.
- INACT-INA-0-472063: Tipperary North Riding: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- INACT-INA-0-472101: Tipperary North Riding: Reconstruction and Improvement of County Home.
- INACT-INA-0-475224: Waterford Health Authority: Boarded Out Children, Inspector's Reports.
- MHS-OMA-0-490105: Staffing of County Homes.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-402710: Orwell Road, Rathgar, Dublin.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-403780: Galway: General, Children hired out, boarded out and at nurse.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-404806: Section 35: Manor House, Castlepollard, Approvals and Special Cases.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-406261: Cork West: Returns, Children in foster homes, boarded out, hired out and at nurse.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-408479: Cork South: Children boarded out, hired out et cetera, Returns of March 50 to September 1954.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-409418: Sligo: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-410026: Galway: Clifden Hospital, Children born in the hospital, or admitted for treatment from Children's Home, Tuam.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-521019: Miscellaneous re Child born in Mohill, at residence of Midwife, Catholic Protection and Rescue Society.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-527027: Registration of Deaths Memorandum Book for the use of the Chief Resident Officer of Manor House in the Registrar's District of Castlepollard, Superintendent's District of Delvin, County of Westmeath, to enable him or her to record with accuracy the particulars concerning Deaths in the Institution, required to
be entered in the Register Book of Deaths, as directed by the 26 Vic., cap.11, sections 3 and 36.

- NATARCH-ARC-0-527035: Registration of Births Memorandum Book for the Use of the Occupier of Manor House in the Registrar's District of Castletpollard, Superintendent Registrar's District of Delvin, County of Westmeath, to enable him or her to record with accuracy the particulars concerning Births in the Institution, required to be entered in the Register Book of Births, as directed by the Births and Deaths Registration Act (Ireland) 1880, section 1 and 38.


- RM-ARC-0-507430: Galway: Re admission of children or adults to a public institution without consent of the Local Authority, As to power of District Justice or other Judges in this matter.


- RM-INA-0-535397: Draft circular on services for Boarded out children and those placed under the Children Acts 1953.


- RM-INF-0-53397: Dublin Health Authority: Boarded Out Children Returns.

- RM-INF-0-53401: Dublin Health Authority: Boarded Out Children Returns.

- RM-INF-0-53404: Dublin Health Authority: Boarded Out Children Returns.


- SND-INA-0-510407: Maternity Services: General File.

- SND-INA-0-516193: Anatomy Act 1832: Miscellaneous.

- SND-INA-0-526186: Mid Western Health Board: Maternal and Early Child Health, A Strategy for Health and Social Gain.

- CCL-IMP-0-42833: Adoption/Domestic/Liaison with Other Agencies/Crisis Pregnancy Agency
- CCL-IMP-0-46295: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Individual Funding: […]
- CCL-IMP-0-53340: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Individual Funding: […]
- CCL-IMP-0-74687: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […].
- CCL-IMP-0-74764: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […].
- CCL-IMP-0-74768: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […].
- CCL-IMP-0-74785: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […].
- CCL-IMP-0-74802: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […].
- CCL-IMP-0-74804: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […].
- CCL-IMP-0-74809: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […].
- CCL-IMP-0-74814: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […].
- CCL-INA-0-478954: Reformatory and Industrials Schools Capitation Rates.
- CCL-INA-0-485503: Approval of persons appointed as authorised to perform duties under the Children Acts 1908-1957.
- CCL-INF-0-46157: Adoption-Legislation-Consultation on Adoption Legislation-Submission-Oral Consultation Volume 5: Adoption Parents, Natural Parents, Siblings and Birth Mothers.
- CCP-IMP-0-30460: Adoption, Domestic: Correspondence on Individual Cases.
- CCP-IMP-0-32300: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Child Abuse, Western Health Board, St Joseph's Industrial School, Letterfrack, county Galway: […].
- CCP-IMP-0-32307: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Child Abuse, Western Health Board, St Joseph's, Letterfrack, county Galway: […].
- CCP-IMP-0-32435: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Child Abuse, Midlands Health Board, Oblate Fathers, St Conleth's Industrial School, Daingean, county Offaly: […].
- CCP-IMP-0-32519: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Child Abuse, Western Health Board, Irish Sisters of Charity, Benada Abbey Industrial School, Ballymote, Sligo: […].
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- CCP-IMP-0-33166: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Child Abuse, South Eastern Health Board, County Home Enniscorthy: […]
- CCP-IMP-0-33169: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Child Abuse, South Eastern Health Board, St Joseph’s, Ferryhouse, Clonmel, county Tipperary: […]
- CCP-IMP-0-33170: Child Abuse, Adult Victims of Past Abuse, Litigation: […]
- CCP-IMP-0-45405: South Eastern Health Board: Maintenance of Children in Care.
- CCP-IMP-0-45743: Legislation: Drafting of Adoption Bill 1986 and reaction to it.
- CCP-INA-0-482051: Barnardo’s Core Funding.
- CCP-INA-0-482132: Adoption Grants: Catholic Protection and Rescue Society of Ireland.
- CCP-INA-0-482163: Adoption Contact Register, Volume 5.
- CCP-INA-0-482249: Adoption Grants: Eastern: St Patrick's Infant Hospital, Blackrock, county Dublin.
- CCP-INA-0-482353: Cherish: An Association for Unmarried Mothers, Volume 1.
- CCP-INA-0-482355: Review Committee: Questionnaire to Adoption Agencies.
- CCP-INA-0-482361: Adoption Board: Correspondence with […]
- CCP-INA-0-482591: Cherish: An Association for Unmarried Mothers, Volume 2.
- CCP-INA-0-482684: Adoption Grants: St Anne's Adoption Society.
- CCP-INA-0-482836: Adoption Grants: St Brigid's Adoption Society.
- CCP-INA-0-482879: Review Committee: Case for an Adoption Authority.
- CCP-INA-0-483935: Proposed Research: Project on Foster Care.
- CCP-INA-0-483978: Adoption Grants: St Clare's Adoption Society.
- CCP-INA-0-488013: St Therese's Adoption Society: Cancellation of Registration.
- CCP-INA-0-489126: Mother and Baby Homes: Future Policy.
- CCP-INA-0-489154: Adoption Survey.
- CCP-INA-0-489381: Dr Barnardo's Child Care Service.
- CCP-INA-0-496027: Foster Care Regulations.
- CCP-INA-1052-483112: Foster Care: Representations and General Enquiries, 1998
- CCP-INF-0-31861: Adoption/Domestic/Registered Adoption Agencies/Cunamh.
- CCP-INF-0-36590: Adoption/Domestic/General/Adoption of Children sent outside of the State for Adoption: Justice Morris Judgement.
- CCP-PER-0-497171: Dublin Health Authority: Children Boarded Out in Cork South.
- CCP-PER-0-497173: Dublin Health Authority: Children Boarded Out in County Kildare.
- CH1-INA-0-491397: Wellcome Ireland Limited.
- CWP-IMP-0-106735: Adoption/Legislation/Adoption Statutory Instruments.
- ENV-INA-0-532703: Therapeutic Substances Act, 1932 Research Licence: Professor P.N. Meenan, University College Dublin.
- FIN2-EST-0-543212: Disposal of 93 acres of land at Castlefarm, Dunboyne, county Meath with Dunboyne Castle and outbuildings.
- FIN-INF-0-75390: Review of Capitation Rates.
- HPO-ARC-0-403975: Cork South Inspector's Reports, General: Children boarded out et cetera.
- INACT-INA-0-425187: Care Report on Deprived Children: Report to be sent to National Social Service Council for their Consideration.
- INACT-INA-0-425268: Carlow: Children in Foster Homes, Inspectors' Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-426515: Children in Care under Section 55 of the Health Act, 1953: Free travel to parents and families of children in Institutions.
INACT-INA-0-426822 Clare: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
INACT-INA-0-427439: County Monaghan: Registration of Maternity Homes.
INACT-INA-0-427443: County Offaly: Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934, Reports, Registrations and Cancellations.
INACT-INA-0-427468: County Sligo, MCW: Registration of Maternity Homes.
INACT-INA-0-427513: County Westmeath: Registration of Maternity Homes.
INACT-INA-0-428760: Cork County Borough, Maternity Homes Act: Appointment of Authorised Officers.
INACT-INA-0-428946: Cork Health Authority: Children Boarded Out in North Cork.
INACT-INA-0-429090: Cork North: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
INACT-INA-0-429427: Cork South: Children in Foster Homes, Inspector Reports.
INACT-INA-0-429496: Cork West: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
INACT-INA-0-430462: St Ita's County Home, Newcastle West: Inspectors Reports.
INACT-INA-0-430735: County Clare, Maternity Homes Act 1934: Reports, Registrations and Cancellations.
INACT-INA-0-432197 Iar Mhidhe: Boarding Out [...].
INACT-INA-0-432411 Daughters of Charity, Navan Road, Cabra, 1983.
INACT-INA-0-432610 Deficits: St Patrick's Infant Hospital, Dublin.
INACT-INA-0-434318 Donegal: General Returns of Children in Foster Homes.
INACT-INA-0-434320 Donegal: Half yearly returns of children maintained in approved Institutions under Section 55 of the Health Act 1953.
INACT-INA-0-435090 Dublin Health Authority, Rathdrum: General, Children's Acts Inspector.
INACT-INA-0-435103 Dublin Health Authority: Adoption, Expenses incurred in connection with children placed for adoption.
INACT-INA-0-435119 Dublin Health Authority: Children boarded out in Carlow, Reports.
INACT-INA-0-435121 Dublin Health Authority: Children boarded out in county Wexford.
INACT-INA-0-435145 Dublin Health Authority: Inspectors reports on children boarded out by the Dublin Health Authority in county Mayo.
• INACT-INA-0-435429 Regina Coeli Hostel: Mechanical and Electrical Services.
• INACT-INA-0-435505 Dublin Loans: Regina Coeli Hostel, Restoration of Rosary Block, and Night Shelter at Usher's Island, Loan.
• INACT-INA-0-435925 Dublin Health Authority: Arrangements for Inspection of Boarded Out Children and Children At Nurse, Appointment of Children's Officer.
• INACT-INA-0-437747 Enquiries from Health Boards: Charges Additional to Capitation Rates.
• INACT-INA-0-437758 Enquiries: Establishment of Homes for illegitimate children.
• INACT-INA-0-437800 Enquiry from CARE Galway Branch, in regard to children maintained under the Health Act, 1953, in Galway institutions.
• INACT-INA-0-442727 Galway: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-444689 Health Act 1953: Approval of Maternity Homes for purposes of Section 25.
• INACT-INA-0-445191 Hospital Statistics: List of Voluntary and Local Authority Institutions and Private Maternity Homes.
• INACT-INA-0-446644 Irish Association for Abandoned Babies.
• INACT-INA-0-447859 Kerry: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-447977 Kerry: Registration of Maternity Homes.
• INACT-INA-0-448238 Kilkenny: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-448530 Laois, Maternity and Child Welfare: Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934, Reports, Registrations and Cancellations.
• INACT-INA-0-448545 Laois: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-448546 Laois: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-448721 Leitrim: Children in Foster Homes, Returns Volume 3.
• INACT-INA-0-448740 Leitrim: Half yearly Returns of children maintained in approved schools and Institutions under Section 55.
• INACT-INA-0-449422: Limerick Health Authority: Registration of Maternity Homes.
• INACT-INA-0-449571: Limerick: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-449958: Longford: General, Boarded Out Children.
• INACT-INA-0-449962: Longford: Half yearly returns of children maintained in approved institutions under Section 55.
• INACT-INA-0-449984: Longford: Registration of Maternity Homes.
• INACT-INA-0-450147: Louth: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-450148: Louth: Children in Foster Homes, Inspectors Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-450307: Magdalen Home, Donnybrook: General File.
• INACT-INA-0-451235: Maternity and Child Welfare: Magdalen Home, 83 Eglington Road, Donnybrook, Recoument File.
• INACT-INA-0-451285: Maternity Homes Act, 1934: Kilkenny.
• INACT-INA-0-451286: Maternity Homes Act: Appointment of Departmental Inspectors.
• INACT-INA-0-451287: Maternity Homes: Annual Returns for year ended 31 March 1958 and Subsequent years.
• INACT-INA-0-451306: Maternity and Child Health Services, Amendment Registers 1964: List of items which a doctor may prescribe for his own use, article 10 of agreement, Irish Medical Association views.
• INACT-INA-0-451315: Maternity and Infant Care Scheme: Consideration of Peel Report on Domiciliary Midwifery and Maternity Bed Wards and Comparison with Irish situation.
• INACT-INA-0-451521: Mayo: Children in Foster Homes, Inspectors’ Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-451593: Mayo: Registration of Maternity Homes.
• INACT-INA-0-451644: Measles: Prevention Control.
• INACT-INA-0-454002: Mother and Child Health Service Estimates 1951-52: Appointments to be dealt with by Local Appointments Commission.
• INACT-INA-0-454075: Miscellaneous: Registration of Maternity Homes, Appointment of Authorised Officers.
• INACT-INA-0-454516: Monaghan: Boarded Out Children, Inspectors Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-454556: Monaghan: Half yearly Return of Children maintained in Approved Institutions under Section 55 of Health Act.
• INACT-INA-0-457779 Offaly: Boarded Out Children, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-457780 Offaly: Boarded Out Children, Inspector's Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-457781 Offaly: Boarded Out Children, General.
• INACT-INA-0-457783 Offaly: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-457810 Offaly: Half yearly returns of Children Maintained in approved institutions under Section 55, Health Act 1953.
• INACT-INA-0-459720: Post Natal Care for Mothers.
• INACT-INA-0-461557: Regina Coeli Hostel: Demolition Works.
• INACT-INA-0-461558: Regina Coeli Hostel: Demolition Works, Premises to replace Rosary House, Appointment of Consultants.
• INACT-INA-0-461624: Wexford: Registration of Maternity Homes.
• INACT-INA-0-461626: Regina Coeli Hostel: Demolition Works, Premises to replace Rosary House, Appointment of Consultants.
• INACT-INA-0-461896: Repatriation of Unmarried Mothers.
• INACT-INA-0-462519: Residential Homes for Children 1984, Correspondence File.
• INACT-INA-0-462737: Review of Capitation Rates.
• INACT-INA-0-463064: Roscommon: Boarded Out Children, Inspectors' Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-463105: Roscommon: Half yearly Returns of Children maintained in Approved Schools and Institutions under Section 55.
• INACT-INA-0-463867: Sale of Workhouse Lands at Tuam to Galway County Council for housing purposes.
• INACT-INA-0-464314: Services for Unmarried Mothers: Enquiries.
• INACT-INA-0-464642: St Mary's, Delvin, county Westmeath: Annual Accounts for Year Ended 31 December 1988.
• INACT-INA-0-464916: Sligo: Half yearly Returns of Children Maintained in Approved Institutions under Section 55.
• INACT-INA-0-464975: Sligo: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-464976: Sligo: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-467816: St Patrick's Infant Hospital, Dublin.
• INACT-INA-0-468472: Statistics of Children in Institutions, boarded out et cetera.
• INACT-INA-0-471922: Tipperary South Riding; Boarded Out Children, Inspectors Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-472009: Tipperary South: Maternity Homes Act 1934.
• INACT-INA-0-472072: Tipperary North Riding: Children in Foster Homes, Inspector Reports.
INACT-INA-0-472092: Tipperary North Riding: Half Yearly Return of children maintained in Approved Institutions under Section 55.

INACT-INA-0-472103: Tipperary North Riding: Returns of children in Foster Homes et cetera.

INACT-INA-0-472105: Tipperary North Riding: Roscrea District Hospital, Inspector's Reports.

INACT-INA-0-472121: Tipperary South Riding: Cashel County Home, Repairs, Improvements and Additions.

INACT-INA-0-473575: Trim County Home Improvements: Loan.


INACT-INA-0-475197: Waterford County Borough: Registration of Maternity Homes.

INACT-INA-0-475200: Waterford District Hospital: Maternity Accommodation.


INACT-INA-0-475469: Waterford: County Home, Dungarvan, Inspectors Reports.


INACT-INA-0-475529: Waterford: Registration of Maternity Homes.

INACT-INA-0-476152: Westmeath County Council: Medical Officer, St Mary's Hospital, County Home, Mullingar.


INACT-INA-0-476525: Wexford: Half Yearly Returns of children maintained in Approved Schools and Institutions under Section 55.


INACT-INA-0-476892: Wicklow: Registration of Maternity Homes.

INACT-INA-0-478070: County Home Scheme, New District Hospital.


INACT-INA-0-538773: Waterford: St Joseph's County Home, Dungarvan.

INACT-INA-0-541585: Miscellaneous: Consultative Child Health Council, Sub Committee on Reduction of Infant Mortality in Dublin.

INACT-INA-0-541594: Dublin: Children in Foster Homes, Reports.

INACT-INA-0-543582: County Cork: Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934, Reports, Requisitions, Cancellations.

INACT-INF-0-499216: Wexford: Children in Foster Homes, General.

LA-INF-0-97525: Department of Health: Appointment of Inspectors.


MHS-INA-0-490104: Meath: Reconstruction and Improvement of County Homes.

NATARCH-ARC-0-400522: Legal position of the illegitimate child.


NATARCH-ARC-0-401289: Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard, county Westmeath, 1934-1944.


NATARCH-ARC-0-402827: Cork South: Children Boarded Out and in Institutions, Inspector's Reports.

NATARCH-ARC-0-403811: Clare General: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.


NATARCH-ARC-0-404307: Mayo: Inspectors Reports on children, boarded out and hired out and at nurse.

NATARCH-ARC-0-404309: Repatriation of Pregnant Unmarried Irish Women.


NATARCH-ARC-0-404559: Ceat[h]arlach: Boarding Out of Children, […].
• NATARCH-ARC-0-404593: Inspectors under the Children Acts employed by Public Assistance Authorities.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-404973: Boarded Out Children: Maintenance and Clothing Allowance.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-405279: Cavan: Children boarded out, hired out et cetera. Returns from Local Authority.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-405453: Carlow: Returns of Children in Foster Homes, Boarded Out, At Nurse, Hired Out.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-406247: Tipperary North Riding: General, Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-406363: Cork North: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-406436: Limerick: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-406849: Cill Dara: Proposal re boarding out of [...], at present in County Home.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-407337: Donegal: Boarded out Children and nurse Children back to September 1954.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-407701: Ciarrade: Proposal to board out [...].
• NATARCH-ARC-0-407703: Cill Choinnigh: Application of [...] for two boarded out boys.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-407803: Gaillimhe: Seeking approval to handing over of child [...]
• NATARCH-ARC-0-407927: Ó Fáilghe: Returns of children boarded out, hired out, and nursed out, half year ended 31 March 1948.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-407936: Portlairge: Sending [...] and her children to Killarney County Home.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408378: Louth County: General, Children and unmarried mothers in Institutions, Reports.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408573: Kildare: Children boarded out [...] Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408584: Mayo: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408587: Meath: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Inspectors Report.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408833: Louth: Children and Unmarried mothers in Institutions, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-409206: Wexford County: General, Children and unmarried mothers in Institutions, Returns.
- NATARCHM-ARC-0-409494: Waterford: General, Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-409501: Cork South: Children and Unmarried mothers in Institutions, Returns of.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-409528: Kerry: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-409589: Mayo: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Returns.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-410679: Wicklow: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-410684: Balrothery: Boarded Out Children, Inspectors Reports.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-411099: Cork North: Returns of Children in Institutions, Unmarried Mothers.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-411791: Tipperary North Riding: General, Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-411889: Children's Home, Boley, Monkstown, county Dublin: Inspectors Reports.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-412645: Galway: General, Children hired out, boarded out and at nurse.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-413002: Galway Central Hospital: Death of child [...].
- NATARCH-ARC-0-413521: General: Dublin Board of Assistance, Children in Foster Homes.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-413639: Leitrim: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-414435: Wicklow: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-415759: Dublin Board of Assistance: Children boarded out in county Longford.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-415991: Rathdown Board of Assistance: Children boarded out in county Kerry, Inspectors' Reports.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-516714: Mayo: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527028: Registration of Births: Memorandum Book for the use of 'Occupier' [Chief Resident Officer] of St Peter's Maternity Hospital, county Westmeath.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527034: Registration of Births: Memorandum Book for the use of 'Occupier' [Chief Resident Officer] of St Peter's Maternity Hospital, in the Registrar's District of Castlepollard, County of Westmeath.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527036: Registration of Births: Memorandum Book for the use of 'Occupier' [Chief Resident Officer] of St Peter's Maternity Hospital, in the Registrar's District of Castlepollard, County of Westmeath.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527037: Registration of Births: Memorandum Book for the use of 'Occupier' [Chief Resident Officer] of St Peter's Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard, county Westmeath.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527038: Registration of Births: Memorandum Book for the use of 'Occupier' [Chief Resident Officer] of St Peter's Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527039: Registration of Births: Memorandum Book for the use of 'Occupier' [Chief Resident Officer] of St Peter's Maternity Hospital, in the Registrar's District of Castlepollard, Superintendent Registrar's District of Delvin, county of Westmeath.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527040: Registration of Births: Memorandum Book for the use of 'Occupier' [Chief Resident Officer] of St Peter's Maternity Hospital, in the Registrar's District of Castlepollard, Superintendent Registrar's District of Delvin, county of Westmeath.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527043: St Peter's Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527046: St Peter's Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard, county Westmeath: Registration of Births Memorandum Book.
• NATARCH-INA-0-448166: Kilkenny: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• NATARCH-PER-0-504141: Clandillon Papers, 22.2.1: Limerick Papers, 1944-1953.
• PEU-INA-0-495508: Maternity Statistics.
• RM-ARC-0-489427: Free Legal Advice Centres.
• RM-INF-0-53392: Louth: General, Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• RM-INF-0-53402: Westmeath: Boarded Out Children Returns, Part B.
• RM-INF-0-64573: Limerick: Ms Clandillon’s Notebooks, Notebook Number 23.
RM-INF-0-531766: Miss Clandillon's Notebooks: South Tipperary 1952, November and December.
FIN-EST-0-543373: Sale of Lands at Dunboyne, county Meath.
HPO-ARC-0-417548: Maps of Workhouses.
INACT-INA-0-421093: Adoption.
INACT-INA-0-423525: Balrothery: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
INACT-INA-0-430455: County Home, Clonakilty: Inspector's Reports.
INACT-INA-0-435122: Dublin Health Authority: Children boarded out in county Kilkenny.
INACT-INA-0-442728: Galway: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
INACT-INA-0-445638: Incidence of Pertussis.
INACT-INA-0-448083: Kildare: Children in Foster Homes, Half Yearly Returns.
INACT-INA-0-449902: Longford County: Maternity Homes Act, Appointment of Authorised Officer.
INACT-INA-0-454808: Mother and Child Health Service: Draft scheme for areas other than the four county boroughs.
INACT-INA-0-464974: Sligo: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
INACT-INA-0-467763: St Patrick's Infant Hospital 1984 Allocation File.
INACT-INA-0-467792: St Patrick's Hospital, Temple Hill: Remuneration of […].
INACT-INA-0-467795: St Patricks Hospital, Temple Hill: Remuneration of Medical Staff.
INACT-INA-0-467817: St Patricks Infant Hospital, Temple Hill: Remuneration of Nuns.
INACT-INA-0-467820: St Patrick's Infant Hospital 1985 Allocation File.
INACT-INA-0-469827: this file could not be opened.
• INACT-INA-0-476836: Wicklow: County Home, Rathdrum, Inspector's Reports.
• MED-INA-0-500610: European Economic Community Propriety Medicinal Products Regulations 1975: Wellcome Ireland Limited, Diphtheria Vaccine.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408105: Donegal: General, Foster Homes, Section 2 (4) Children's Act 1908, Proposed Exemption.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-409844: Boarded Out Children: Proposed passage of boarded out children to Australia, [...].
• NATARCH-ARC-0-415527: Children Boarded Out in West Cork by the Dublin Health Authority.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-521099: Carlow: Loose Papers, Boarded Out Children.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-521105: Laois Loose Papers: Boarded Out Children.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527137: Tipperary Loose Papers Pre 1847: Health, Boarded Out Children, Miscellaneous and Minutes of Cashel Union.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-527519: Westmeath: Boarded Out Children, Returns Part A.
• CBP-INF-0-49129: Anatomy Act, 1832: Volume 3.
• CCL-IMP-0-45657: Barnardo's Adoption Advice Service.
• CCL-INA-0-478890: Boarded Out Children: General.
• CCL-INA-0-478953: Reformatory and Industrial Schools: Rates of Capitation, Maintenance Grants.
• CCL-INA-0-488258: Residential Care: General.
• CCL-INA-0-488272: Residential Care: General.
• CCL-INA-0-488317: Adoption Contact Register: Representations Received.
• CCL-INA-0-488940: Cura: Help for girls with unwanted pregnancies.
• CCL-INA-0-498247: Discovery: Disabled Persons Maintenance Allowance, Residential Homes, Child Abuse, Limerick Boarded Out Children, National Rehabilitation Board, Inspectors Reports for St John of God Hospital in Stillorgan, and Dublin Rape Crisis Centre.
• CCL-INA-0-498248: Discovery: Accidents and Incidents in Hospitals, Mental Health Services, Child Sexual Abuse, St Mary’s in Delvin, Foster Mothers.
• CCL-INA-0-498251: Relevant Files for Laffoy Discovery: Adoption, Child Abuse and Child Care.
• CCL-INA-0-498253: Discovery: Children At Risk, Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, and Child Care.
• CCL-INA-0-498255: Discovery: Social Service Inspections, Child Care and Neighbourhood Youth Projects.
• CCL-INA-0-498261: Discovery: Child and Youth Development, Residential Care, Boarded Out Children.
• CCL-INA-0-498267: Discovery: Sexual Abuse, Child Abuse, Redress, and Inspection of Aglish House.
• CCL-INA-0-498270: Discovery: Accidents and Injuries in Hospitals, Nursing Forum, Child Abuse, Loughan House and Inspections of Boarded out Children in county Meath.
• CCL-INA-0-498272: Discovery: Mental hospitals and mental health facilities, Inspections of Boarded Out Children in county Longford, Kilcornan House, Children in Care, Hostels managed by Fr Peter McVerry and the Arrupe Society, Children in Institutions and Children placed in employment, and Accidents and Incidents in Hospitals.
• CCL-INA-0-498274: Discovery: Child Care Services, Foster Care, [...] and illegitimate children cared for by her, Social Work Cases, Fostering of German children in Ireland, and Child Abuse at St Joseph’s School, Kilkenny.
• CCL-INA-0-498285: Discovery: Child Abuse, Residential Institutions Redress, Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital in Drogheda, Regina Coeli and Gastro Enteritis.
• CCL-INA-0-498286: Discovery: Incidents in Hospitals, Pope John Paul II Centre in Galway.

• CCL-INA-0-498292: Discovery: Barnardo’s, Bessboro Inspections, and the North Eastern Health Board.

• CCL-INA-0-500388: Discovery: Poverty and Children in Care.

• CCL-INA-0-500389: Discovery: Adoption Contact Register, Traveller Children, Crannog Nua High Support Unit in Dublin, Estimates, Adoption Board Annual Reports, and Barnardo’s.

• CCL-INA-0-500396: Discovery: Boarded Out Children, Children in Care, and Child Welfare.

• CCL-INA-0-500403: Discovery: Child Care, Child Sexual Abuse, Non Fatal Offences Against the Person Bill, Dublin Rape Crisis Centre, Foster Care, Criminal Law Bill, Adoption Submissions, Irish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, and the Mid Western Health Board.


• CCL-INA-0-500407: Discovery: Adoption Contact Register, Traveller Children, Crannog Nua High Support Unit in Dublin, Estimates, Adoption Board Annual Reports, and Barnardo’s.

• CCL-INA-0-500410: Discovery: Child Care, Residential Care and Poverty.

• CCL-INA-0-523143: Review of Services provided under the Children’s Acts, and Section 55 and 56 of the Health Act 1953.

• CCP-IMP-0-32237: Child Abuse/Adult Victims of Child Abuse: Eastern Health Board, Artane Industrial School, […].

• CCP-IMP-0-32291: Child Care Legislation Unit/Child Abuse/Adult Victims of Child Abuse/Litigation: […].

• CCP-IMP-0-33171: Child Care Legislation Unit/Child Abuse/Adult Victims of Child Abuse/Litigation: […].

• CCP-IMP-0-34782: Child Care Legislation Unit/Child Abuse/Adult Victims of Past Abuse/Clinical Trials/Clinical Trials Conducted in Institutional Settings.

• CCP-IMP-0-45466: Placement of Children in Residential Care Regulations: Summary of Submissions Received.


• CCP-IMP-0-46037: Dublin Corporation, Maternity Homes Act: Appeal by Miss McAlpine against the City Manager’s Refusal to Register her premises as a maternity home.
- CCP-IMP-0-46130: Miss Carr's Children's Home, Northbrook Road: Allegations of Sexual Abuse.
- CCP-INA-0-481769: Children Act 1908: Health Boards as Fit Persons.
- CCP-INA-0-482129: Maternity and Child Welfare: Denny House, Magdalene Home, 83 Eglinton Road, Donnybrook.
- CCP-INA-0-482254: Adoption Grants: PACT.
- CCP-INA-0-482259: Federation of Services for Unmarried Mothers and their Children Volume 1.
- CCP-INA-0-482734: Capitation Rates for Residential Homes.
- CCP-INA-0-483150: Foster Care: Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children's Aid Society.
- CCP-INA-0-483818: Adoption Contact Register.
- CCP-INA-0-483845: Representations re Foreign Adoptions.
- CCP-INA-0-488139: Clare: Boarded Out Children, Inspectors Reports.
- CCP-INA-0-489108: Children's Homes, Special Schools et cetera: General Correspondence.
- CCP-INA-1055-481689: North Eastern: St Clare's, Stamullen, county Meath.
- CH1-INA-0-491461: Replies to Questionnaire re Child Welfare Clinic Service and School Health Examination Service.
- DCYA-3_GPD-INF-0-201770: Inter Departmental Committee on the Magdalene Laundries 2011-2013.
- ed006407_CWP-INF-0-529323: Commission to Inquire into Child Abuse, Vaccine Trials Division: Book H, Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and Mary, Midland Health Board.
- ed006407_CWP-INF-0-529325: Commission to Inquire into Child Abuse, Vaccine Trials Division: Book J, Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and Mary, Southern Health Board, Dr Eithne Conlon.
- ELD-INA-0-507015: Homes Run by Good Shepherd Sisters: St Mary’s Homes.
- ENV-INA-0-532701: Rubella.
- FIN2-EST-0-543210: Purchase of Lease on Dunboyne Castle, county Meath.
- HPO-INA-0-470246: Sudden Infant Deaths: Pathology Facilities at Temple Street Hospital.
PART 5 ARCHIVES

- HPO-INA-0-523900: Donegal: Children and unmarried mothers in Stranorlar County Home.
- HPO-INA-0-1617-481965: St Anne's, Roscrea: Fire Precautions Work.
- INACT-INA-0-425115: Capitation Rates: Homes for Unmarried Mothers, Bessboro.
- INACT-INA-0-425269: Carlow: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- INACT-INA-0-427189: County Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Laundry and Incinerator.
- INACT-INA-0-427509: County Westmeath: Maternity and Infant services.
- INACT-INA-0-427726: Commission on Reformatory and Industrial Schools: Final Draft of Report, Check on facts therein relating to services for deprived children under the Health Act 1953 and Children's Acts.
- INACT-INA-0-429075: Cork North: Inspectors reports on Boarded out Children.
- INACT-INA-0-429430: Cork South: County Home and Hospital, Chaplain.
- INACT-INA-0-429439: Cork South: Reconstruction and Improvements of County Homes, St Finbarr's, Cork.
- INACT-INA-0-430445: County Donegal: Payments under subhead H.
- INACT-INA-0-430457: County Home, Longford, St Joseph's: Inspectors Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-430481: County Home, Stranorlar, St Joseph's: Inspectors Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-430483: County Home, Thomastown: Main File.
- INACT-INA-0-434157: Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Stage II A and B.
- INACT-INA-0-434260: Donegal: Appointment of Children's Officer.
- INACT-INA-0-434285: Donegal: County Home, Stranorlar, Improvements.
- INACT-INA-0-434370: Donegal: Reconstruction and Improvement of County Homes.
- INACT-INA-0-434379: Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Appointment of Architects, Consulting Engineer, Quantity Survey and Clerk of Works.
- INACT-INA-0-434380: Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Furniture and Equipment.
- INACT-INA-0-434381: Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Improvements Loan.
- INACT-INA-0-434382 Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Improvements, Progress Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-434383: Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Mechanical Services.
- INACT-INA-0-434385: Donegal: Stranorlar County Home, Outbreak of Fire.
- INACT-INA-0-435078: Dublin Health Authority: Boarded Out Children, Inspector’s Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-435462: Dublin: St Kevin’s Hospital Canteen.
- INACT-INA-0-442853: Galway: Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934.
- INACT-INA-0-443008: General file on Comprehensive County Homes Scheme.
- INACT-INA-0-448287: Kilkenny: Matron County Home, Thomastown.
- INACT-INA-0-449379: Limerick C[ounty] B[orough]: Inspectors Reports, City Home and Hospital.
- INACT-INA-0-449398: Limerick Health Authority: Children in Institutions, Inspectors Report.
- INACT-INA-0-449400: Limerick Health Authority: City Home and Hospital, Children and Unmarried Mothers, Inspector's Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-449929: Longford: Boarded Out Children, Reports.
- INACT-INA-0-449930: Longford: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- INACT-INA-0-450368: Maintenance Rates: Homes Conducted by the Sisters of Charity St Vincent de Paul.
- INACT-INA-0-451310: Maternity and Child Health Services: Consideration as to whether Cervical smear Test should be included in part of the Services.
- INACT-INA-0-451520: Mayo: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
- INACT-INA-0-451829: Meath: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-452453: Mentally and Physically Defective Children under care of: St Patrick's Guild, Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children's Aid Society.
• INACT-INA-0-454517: Monaghan: Boarded Out Children, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-455744: Mid Western Health Board: St Anne's, Sean Ross Abbey, Roscrea, county Tipperary, 1964-1970.
• INACT-INA-0-457963: Opening of Home for Unmarried Mothers in Dublin.
• INACT-INA-0-458262: Our Lady of Consolation, Tullamore: Proposed Nursing, Maternity Home.
• INACT-INA-0-458310: Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital, Midleton County Home: Inspectors Reports on Children.
• INACT-INA-0-460334: Proposed arrangements to facilitate parents to visit children in institutions: Enquiries.
• INACT-INA-0-460534: Proposed rehabilitation home for mothers at Kilmacow, county Kilkenny.
• INACT-INA-0-460546: Photocopy of Proposed Section 65 Grant to Irish Sisters of Charity, St Mary Magdalen Home, Donnybrook.
• INACT-INA-0-461625: Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934: St Rita's Nursing Home, 68 Sandford Road, Ranelagh.
• INACT-INA-0-463072: Roscommon: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-463073: Roscommon: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• INACT-INA-0-465642: Special Homes conducted by the Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and Mary.
• INACT-INA-0-466126: St Clare, Stamullen, County Meath.
• INACT-INA-0-466242: St Finbarr's Hospital, Cork: Resident Medical Superintendent.
• INACT-INA-0-466697: St John's Hospital, County Home, Enniscorthy: Inspectors Reports.
• INACT-INA-0-468355: Standards for Purposes of Administration of Maternity Homes Act 1934.
• INACT-INA-0-468648: Stranorlar County Home: Mechanical Services.
- INACT-INA-0-469293: St Kevin's Hospital, Laundry Arrangements.
- INACT-INA-0-470241: Submission on nursing and maternity homes, Maternity and Neo Natal Services Committee, and Hospital and Specialist Services Committee.
- INACT-INA-0-471890: Tipperary North Riding: Registration of Maternity Homes.
- INACT-INA-0-472004: Tipperary South: County Home, Cashel, Inspectors Reports on Mothers and Children.
- INACT-INA-0-472067: Tipperary North Riding: Children in Foster Homes, General.
- INACT-INA-0-472142: Tipperary South Riding: Half Yearly return of children maintained in Approved Schools and Institutions under Section 55.
- INACT-INA-0-475205: Waterford Health Authority: Children Act 1934, Section 10, Arrangements for Reception of Children in Emergencies.
- INACT-INA-0-476854: Wicklow: General, Children's Acts Inspectors, Children's Officer.
- INACT-INA-0-507630: Adoption Contact Register Volume 2.
- INACT-INA-0-536754: Cork South: General, Returns of Children in Foster Homes.
- INACT-INA-0-537997: Dublin Board of Assistance: General, Boarded Out Children.
- INACT-INA-0-541595: St Philomena's Home, Stillorgan, County Dublin: Approval for maintenance of mentally defective children.
- INACT-INO-0-458996: Payment of Section 65 Grant to Sisters of Charity, Lower Sean McDermott Street.
- MHS-INF-0-42480: Laffoy Commission.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-405305: Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934: Returns for year ended 31-3-49.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-401762: Cork South: Miscellaneous.
- NATARCH-ARC-0-402336: South Cork County Home and Hospital: Inquiry regarding [...].
- NATARCH-ARC-0-402865: Meath: General, Children's Acts Inspectors.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-403458: Ilgh (ab): Complaints re The Manor House, Castlepollard.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-404277: Boarding Out of Children from Sean Ross Abbey.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-404430: 1944-1957: Dublin, Children in Foster Homes, Reports, General.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-404836: Westmeath: Boarded Out Children, Children sent to Industrial Schools.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-407915: Miss Litster's report on Mothers and Children in the County Home Castleblayney.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408498: Dublin: Children Boarded Out, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408603: Wexford: Children in Foster Homes, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-408832: Limerick Health Authority: Returns of Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-410763: Homes for Unmarried Mothers.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-411131: Galway: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-411752: Cork North: General, Returns of Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-411768: Galway: Children and Unmarried Mothers in Institutions, Returns.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-412403: Miscellaneous: Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934, Annual Returns for year ending 31st March 1953.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-413869: Health Act, 1953: Accommodation for Unmarried Mothers, County and Others Homes.
• NATARCH-ARC-0-520610: Donegal Board of Health: Letters and Minutes 1922.
- NATARCH-INA-0-488646: Residential Care: General.
- PMD-INA-0-494776: Dublin (Cherry Orchard): Appointment of Montessori Teacher also National School Teacher, St Patrick's Home.
- PMD-INA-0-520403: Dublin: St Kevin's Hospital Maternity Unit, Temporary Medical Officer, Neo Natal Department.
- PMD-INA-0-1057-494428: Kilkenny: County Home, Thomastown, Medical Officer.
- RM-ARC-0-520970: Clare Board of Health: 1922.
- RM-ARC-0-520977: Gratuity of £805.2.1 to [...].
- RM-INA-0-504798: Discovery: Adoption, Child Care, St Augustine's School in Dublin, Health Lottery Funds, Child Welfare, Social Work.
- RM-INA-0-504801: Discovery: Dublin Rape Crisis Centre, Child Care, Child Abuse, Residential Facilities, Legislation, Marriage Breakdown, Funding, Discipline in Schools.
- RM-INA-0-504803: Discovery: St Anne's Hostel in Dublin, Foster Care, Child Care, Legislation, Child Abuse, Focus Ireland, Residential Facilities.
- RM-INA-0-504806: Discovery: Child Abuse, Child Care, Foster Care, Adoption, Residential Facilities.
- RM-INA-0-504809: Discovery: Child Abuse, Child Care, Residential Facilities.
- RM-INA-0-504840: Discovery: Child Care, Legislation.
- RM-INA-0-504853: Discovery: Child Care, Galway Rape Crisis Centre, Child Abuse, Adoption.
• RM-INA-0-504885: Discovery: Adoption, Child Abuse, Child Care, Foster Care, Nazareth House in Sligo.
• RM-INA-0-504889: Discovery: Residential Facilities, Child Care, Child Abuse, Mother and Baby Homes, Homeless Children.
• RM-INA-0-504891: Discovery: Child Care, Rape Crisis Centres, Homeless Children, Boarded Out Children, Child Abuse.
• RM-INA-0-504896: Discovery: Child Abuse and Child Care.
• RM-INA-0-504908: Discovery: Child Care, Child Abuse, Residential Facilities.
• RM-INA-0-505351: Discovery: Child Care, Child Abuse, Unmarried Mothers, Boarded Out Children, Disabled Persons.
• RM-INA-0-505352: Discovery: Child Care, Rape Crisis Centres, Homeless Children, Boarded Out Children, Child Abuse.
• RM-INA-0-505358: Discovery: Adoption, Child Abuse, Child Care, Foster Care, Nazareth House in Sligo.
• RM-INA-0-505360: Discovery: St Anne's Hostel in Dublin, Foster Care, Child Care, Legislation, Child Abuse, Focus Ireland, Residential Facilities.
• RM-INA-0-505362: Discovery: Child Abuse, Child Care, Residential Facilities, Mother and Baby Homes, Homeless Children.
• RM-INA-0-505364: Discovery: Boarded Out Children, Violence Against Women, Child Care, Adoption.
• RM-INA-0-505366: Discovery: Social Work, Adoption, Child Care, Residential Facilities, Child Abuse, Foster Care.
• RM-INA-0-505372: Discovery: Child Care, Child Abuse, Residential Facilities, Adoption.
• RM-INA-0-505374: Commission to Inquire into Child Abuse: Discovery Material.
• RM-INA-0-505376: Discovery: Young Homeless, Child Care, Adoption, Rape Crisis Centres, Child Abuse, Residential Facilities.
• RM-INA-0-505377: Discovery: Child Abuse, Child Care, Foster Care, Adoption, Residential Facilities.
• RM-INA-0-505381: Discovery: Child Abuse, Adoption, Fairy Hill Home.
- RM-INA-0-505384: Discovery: Mater Dei Counselling Service, Child Care, Foster Care, Child Abuse.
- RM-INA-0-505387: Discovery: Child Care Services, Foster Care, [...] and illegitimate children cared for by her, Social Work Cases, Fostering of German children in Ireland, and Child Abuse at St Joseph's School, Kilkenny.
- RM-INA-0-505475: Discovery: Management Advisory Committee and Chief Executive Officer Group Meetings, Child Care, Residential Facilities, Child Abuse, Social Work.
- RM-INA-0-505479: Files Scheduled.
- RM-INA-0-505483: Relevant Schedules.
- RM-INA-0-505484: Relevant Files for Laffoy Discovery: Adoption, Child Abuse and Child Care.
- RM-INA-0-505486: Discovery: Child Care, Child Abuse, Residential Facilities.
- RM-INA-0-505487: Relevant Schedules.
- RM-INA-0-505489: Relevant Schedules.
- RM-INA-0-505491: Relevant Schedules.
- RM-INA-0-505498: Discovery: Child Abuse.
- RM-INA-0-505499: Discovery: Mental and Physical Disability, Foster Care, Child Abuse.
- RM-INA-0-505505: Relevant Schedules.
- RM-INA-0-505511: Relevant Schedules.
- RM-INA-0-505521: Relevant Schedules.
- SND-INA-0-507516: Maternity Services and Paediatrics: Reports, articles et cetera.
- SND-INA-0-521778: St Patrick's Infant Dietetic Hospital, [Temple Hill], Blackrock: General file.
Files in the National Archives of Ireland

A number of Department of Health and other departmental files were accessed in the NAI files by the Commission’s researchers. Notes were taken from some and photocopies were made of others or parts of others. These notes and photocopies are held electronically by the Commission.

The files involved are:

- HLTH-SA8-115: Staffing arrangements at Pelletstown.
- HLTH-L50-38: St. Patrick's Home, Navan Road: proposed use of a portion of the Home to accommodate mentally handicapped children. 01 Jan 1961 - 31 Dec 1963
- Records of the Dublin Union and the Dublin Board of Guardians-Assistance.
- HLTH-A11-256: Superannuation - Dr Costello
- HLTH-A104-2: Annual deficits in St Peter's Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard
- DFA-10-P99: Home for unmarried mothers at Besboro, Cork, 1945
- HLTH-H31-8-4: Castlepollard Hospital Payment file.
- HLTH-A104-2: Annual deficits in St Peter's Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard.
- HLTH-M34-60: Dublin County Borough Mother and Child Welfare Regina Coeli Hostel.
- HLTH-M34-58, Volume 2: Dublin County Borough M.C.W. - Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934 Reports. Registrations and Cancellations.
- HLTH-M33-9: Cork County Borough: Suggested mother and child services scheme.
- TSCH-S5931: Illegitimate Children (Affiliation Orders).
- TSCH-S6430: Registration of Maternity Homes.
• HLTH-MA124-38: Arrangements for Inspection of Mothers and Children in Co. Homes and Special Institutions also foster homes. 01 Jan 1957 31 Dec 1958
• JUS-90-4: Criminal Law Amendment Committee 1929-1934.
• TSCH-S5931: Illegitimate Children (Affiliation Orders).
• HLTH-A128-429: Maternity and Child Welfare Scheme
• HLTH-M34-58, Volume 1: Dublin County Borough Maternity and Child Welfare Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934.
• JUS/90/93/17; JUS/90/93/18; JUS/90/93/19; JUS/90/93/20: Files relating to the lead up to introducing legal adoption.
• DFA/5/345/96: Foreign adoption files.

Other sources
Oireachtas Library
• AW395704572: Commission on the Relief of the Sick and Destitute Poor, Including the Insane Poor, 1927 – Minutes of evidence

Dublin Diocesan Archives, Archbishop’s House, Drumcondra
• DDA-AB8-b-LII-A: Adoption (general information)
• DDA-AB7-b-Lay organisations: Lay organisations (uncatalogued)
• DDA-AB8-b-XIX: Catholic Social Welfare Bureau
• DDA-AB8-b-XXI-79-12-14: Lay Organisations: Regina Coeli
• DDA-AB8-b-XXI-79-12-8: Lay Organisations: Regina Coeli
• DDA-AB8-b-XXI-79-12-13: Lay Organisations: Regina Coeli
• DDA-AB8-b-XXI-79-12-19: Lay Organisations: Regina Coeli
• DDA-AB8-b-XXI-79-12-3: Lay Organisations: Regina Coeli
• DDA-AB8-b-XXI-22-7-1-5: Lay Organisations: Catholic Rescue and Protection Society of Ireland
• DDA-AB8-b-XIX: Catholic Social Welfare Bureau
• DDA-AB8-b-LII-C-1-110: Confidential Irish Adoptions
• DDA/AB8/b/XVIII/11A/11/14-20 Foreign adoptions
• DDA-AB7-b-Lay organisations: Lay organisations (uncatalogued)
• DDA-AB8-b-LVII-592: Pastoral letter 1967

Other diocesan archives

Cork & Ross Diocesan Archives
• St Anne’s Adoption Society Minutes and correspondence (38 boxes).
• The History and Development of St Anne’s Adoption Society.

Galway Diocesan Archives
• Bishop Eamonn Casey papers
• Bishop Michael Browne papers

Killaloe Diocesan Archives
• Chapter book of the diocese
• Bishop Fogarty Papers

Meath Diocesan Archives
• Material relating to Castepollard and Dunboyne
• Castlepollard baptismal register

Tuam Diocesan Archives
• P39/7/4 Miscellaneous general administration, Kilmeena
• P54/7/9-1 Scandal in the parish
• P25/7/6-1 Scandal in the parish
• P2/6-4 Scandal Wesport parish
• Tuam baptismal register 1937-61
• Conference book

RTÉ
• Gay Byrne Show – Anne Lovett letters
• RTE, Prime Time, Anatomy of a scandal (Tanya Sillem – Producer) 9 June 2014.

One Family, formerly known as Cherish
• Administrative records, 1972-1988
• Counselling case files 1974-1986
Adoption Authority of Ireland
- Board minutes, 1953-1998.

Catholic University of America, Washington DC
- National Council of Catholic Charities
- Monsignor John O’Grady Papers
In each institutional chapter, a description is given of the sources used including the main Department of Health files used. In the case of a number of the institutions, for example, Regina Coeli, The Castle and Miss Carr’s Flatlets, all the sources are mentioned in the chapter. Here there is a more detailed description of the sources used for the larger institutions.

**Dublin Union/Pelletstown**

The records of the Dublin Union and the Dublin Board of Guardians-Assistance are held in the NAI. The 30 volumes, designated BG79-G-158 - BG79-G-186, Indoor Relief (Admission) Register of the Dublin Union which cover all admissions into the Dublin Union from November 1921 until August 1938 were used to identify unmarried mothers and their children entering the Dublin Union. The names and other available information were typed into the Commission’s database. Notes and photocopies were made of the relevant parts of the minutes of the Board of Guardians/Board of Assistance.

The originals of the Pelletstown institutional records are held by the Child and Family Agency (TUSLA). They were on an electronic records management system to which the Commission was given on line access. The relevant information was then typed into the Commission’s database. These records (itemised) consist of:

- 11,453 mothers’ cards;
- 7,548 mothers' medical charts;
- 14,573 children’s cards;
- 5,985 children’s medical charts;
- 1,941 miscellaneous records (social workers reports);
- 18 Indoor Admission and Discharge Books covering the period April 1942 - March 1985;
- 5 Records and Particulars Books of Maternity Home Books which cover the period June 1935 - November 1980;
- 1 Register of Girls Admitted to St Patrick’s covering the period 1939-1957;
- 3 Death Registers covering the period 1938-1976;
- 1 Maintenance Book covering the period 1953-1967;
- 1 Cash Receipts Book covering August 1950 - March 1956;

**Documents provided by the Daughters of Charity**

The Daughters of Charity retained paper copies of some of the original Pelletstown records and made hard copies of these available to the Commission. These were used to assist in the compilation of the Commission's database.

The Daughters of Charity also provided the Commission with a range of documents including personnel files on the Sisters who worked in Pelletstown; documents relating to administration; and documents dealing with vaccine trials which had originally been prepared for CICA. Documentation about transfers of children to other institutions, particularly St Philomena’s, was also provided. The Daughters of Charity also provided correspondence between themselves and the board of assistance. The discovery provided by the Daughters of Charity included some of the EHB visiting committee (which visited and reported on the various hospitals and institutions in its area, including Pelletstown) reports. These are all in hard copy.

**Tuam**

The Tuam institutional records are held by the Child and Family Agency (Tusla) in Galway. The Commission made digital copies of all these records, listed (comprehensively) below. These are uncatalogued.

- Galway County Homes and Home Assistance Committee Minute Books
- Children's Home, Tuam, Co. Galway: Children
- Galway County Council: Register of Nursed Out Children
- St Nicholas Adoption Society Registers
- Children's Home, Tuam, Co. Galway: Mothers
- St Nicholas Adoption Society: Adoption Files
- Galway Board of Health: Maternity Home Register for Children's Home, Tuam, January 1935 to July 1941
- Galway Board of Health: Maternity Register for Children's Home, Tuam, 1941-1944
- Galway Board of Health: Maternity Home Register for Children's Home, Tuam, 1944-1948
• Galway Board of Health: Register of Patients treated in Maternity Wards, Children's Home Tuam, From February 1948 to January 1955
• Galway County Council: Maternity Home Record Book, Children's Home, Tuam, January 1955 to 1961
• Galway County Council: Indoor Assistance
• Galway County Council: Registers of Boarded Out Children
• Galway County Council: Maternity Registers
• Galway County Council: List of Maternity Hospitals
• Galway County Council: Register for Unmarried Mothers Pre 1977
• Galway County Council: Index of Adoptive Parents up to 1974
• Register of Admissions: Children's Home, Glenamaddy, 24/3/1923 – 29/6/30
• Children's Home, Glenamaddy: Indoor Admission and Discharge Book, December 1921-March 1923
• Children's Home, Glenamaddy: Indoor Admission and Discharge Book, October 1923-September 1925
• Children's Home, Glenamaddy: Indoor Admission and Discharge Book, September 1925-March 1928
• Indoor Admission and Discharge Book: Children's Home, Tuam, January 1930-January 1938
• Register: Tuam Home, April 1936-November 1948
• Indoor Admission and Discharge Book: Children's Home, Tuam, February 1938-March 1946
• Galway County Council: Admission and Discharge Book, Tuam Home, April 1946-August 1961
• Register: Children's Home, Tuam, 23/11/48 - 4/8/61
• Children's Home, Tuam, Co. Galway: Half Yearly Returns of Children, 1930-1943
• Children's Home, Tuam, Co. Galway: Half Yearly Returns of Children, 1931-1940
• Children's Home, Tuam, Co. Galway: Half Yearly Returns of Children, 1933-1948
• Children's Home, Tuam, Co. Galway: Half Yearly Returns of Children, 1943-1949
• Children's Home, Tuam, Co. Galway: Half Yearly Indoor Assistance List, 1939-1944
• Central Hospital, Galway: Laboratory Reports concerning patients in Children's Home, Tuam
• Galway County Council: Correspondence relating to Children's Home, Tuam
• Galway County Council: Consent forms for the medical or surgical treatment of children in Children's Home, Tuam
• Galway County Council: Legitimate Children in the Children's Home, Tuam
• Galway County Council: Mothers and children in the Children's Home, Tuam, 1952-1960
• Galway County Council: Mothers and children in the Children's Home, Tuam, 1956-1960
• Galway County Council: Admissions of unmarried mothers and children to the Children's Home, Tuam, and their subsequent maintenance
• Galway County Council: The payment and maintenance in respect of children in the Children's Home, Tuam, 1944-1959
• Galway County Council: Maintenance of mothers and children in the Children's Home, Tuam, 1950-1957
• Galway County Council: Children in the Children's Home, Tuam, 1950-1960
• Galway County Council: Tuam Home, Miscellaneous
• Galway County Council: Unmarried Mothers Files
• Galway County Board of Health: Children's Home Tuam Admission Files
• Galway Poor Law Union: Workhouse History Sheet, 26/3/1907-2/12/1919
• Loughrea Poor Law Union: History Sheets, Children at Nurse
• Galway County Home: Boarded Out Children Files
• Galway County Home: Register of Boarded Out Children
• Galway County Council: Adoptions in the United Kingdom
• Register: Loughrea County Home, April 1930-March 1936
• Galway County Council: Register of Cases Attended by Midwife
• Galway County Council: File concerning the adoption of children and the removal of children from the Children's Home, Tuam
• Galway County Council: Adoption Cases
• Galway County Council: Miscellaneous Social Work Cases
• Western Health Board: File concerning cases of illegitimate children
• Western Health Board: Unmarried Mothers Files
• Western Health Board: Boarded Out Children Files
• Western Health Board: Adoption Cases
• Western Health Board: Adoption of children from St Clare's Home, Stamullen, county Meath
• Western Health Board: Placement Register, 1983-1986
• Western Health Board: List of Adoptions, 1981-1986
• Western Health Board: Index of Adoptive Parents
• Western Health Board: Register of Adopters and Children Placed for Adoption
In addition, the Commission was given a copy of a database which a health board/HSE social worker constructed from the documentation contained in a small box of records relating to American adoptions which took place between 1951-1958.

The Admission Registers record the admission of every new resident to Tuam. Each new resident was assigned a unique register number. Those whose maintenance was paid by Galway County Council were recorded in blue or black pen. Those whose maintenance was paid by Mayo County Council were recorded in red pen. The date of admission (or date of birth in the institution), name, age, sex, marital status-child’s ‘legitimacy’, occupation (if any), religious denomination, disability (if any), place of birth (children's Glenamaddy admissions only), date of birth (children's admission only), address prior to admission, name and address of nearest relative, date of discharge or death, cause of death (Glenamaddy only) and place of discharge (Glenamaddy register only) are all recorded in the register. The admission register also records a resident's previous register number in the case of their re-admission (for example, from hospital or unsuccessful boarding out). There is a column for the name of the resident’s spouse if not in the institution; however in the case of Tuam, this column was never used for that purpose. Instead, it was used to record the name of the parish priest of the resident. Another column not used is one titled ‘No. of children if not in Institution’. Another column is named ‘Observations on condition of Inmates when admitted’. There is a page missing from the Admissions Register covering the period August to November 1933. The Commission has been able to use other institutional records to establish the names of those on the missing page.

When born in the institution, a new admission record for the child was created in the register. The mother’s register number was recorded in the column for the child’s nearest relative.
was also recorded if the child was ‘illegitimate’ or ‘legitimate’. In the case of a mother entering Tuam with a child or multiple children, their details were recorded directly below that of the mother and their register number was the next sequential figure to the mother’s. As with children who were born in Tuam, their status as ‘legitimate’ or ‘illegitimate’ was recorded. Children found abandoned or deserted who were admitted to Tuam were described as foundlings and were recorded as such. Sometimes, the location at which the child was found was recorded in the admission register.

The maternity registers recorded a pregnant woman’s admission to the maternity wing of Tuam, the mother’s register number, as previously assigned in the Admissions Register, her name, address, age, date of reception to the maternity wing, her condition on reception (that is, pregnancy, advanced pregnancy, recently delivered), number of previous pregnancies, name of her husband, occupation of her husband and the name and address of the medical attendant (if any) of the mother while in Tuam. It goes on to record information on the labour and birth of the child; date and hour of delivery, whether the delivery was normal or abnormal (that is, forceps delivery, breech labour, delayed second stage), whether sepsis or other complication developed and their particulars (for example, ante-partum haemorrhage, vaginal fistula or if they were sent to hospital for delivery), sex of infant, weight of infant at birth, whether full term or premature and the degree of prematurity and whether the child was born alive or stillborn. The register also records any information on a miscarriage of a woman in Tuam, information on a death of either mother or infant (solely within the maternity wing) and the discharge date of both mother and child and their condition from the maternity wing.

There are two types of children’s registers - both are titled ‘Half Yearly Return Children’. The first type, of which there are three volumes, records the presence of a child in Tuam at the end of a month on a bi-annual basis. These volumes cover the period from April 1931 to September 1959. There are separate records of children maintained by Mayo and Galway County Councils. Again, as in the Admissions Register, the Mayo children are recorded in red pen and the Galway children are recorded in blue or black pen. This register records the child’s register number (as in the Admission Register), their name, age on admission, date of admission, whether ‘legitimate’ or ‘illegitimate’, age on the date this was being recorded, sex, state of health (for example, normal, delicate), whereabouts of parents (for example, mother went to Magdalen, unknown, near Tuam, mother dead, working in Galway). Two columns are assigned for observations by the matron and the medical officer. The matron’s column is not used; the medical officer’s column records, for example, ‘mentally deficient’, ‘normal’, ‘anaemic’, ‘abscess near ear’. A final column is headed ‘Orders by the Board or Committee’ but this was not used. On occasion, this register also records admissions to Clifden District
Hospital and the Central Hospital, Galway. These children are not included in the Tuam Admissions Register, so there is no evidence that these children were ever in the Tuam Children’s Home.

The second type of children’s register, of which there are three volumes, recorded the admissions and discharges of the children on a month to month basis. These volumes begin in January 1930 and end in December 1959. As in other registers, the children maintained by Galway county council were recorded in either blue or black pen and those maintained by Mayo county council were recorded in red pen. The page is divided into two sections. The top section relates to children admitted in the given month and the bottom relates to the children discharged in the same month. Both sections record the children’s registration numbers (as in the Admission Register), their name, date of birth, their status as ‘legitimate’ or ‘illegitimate’, age, sex, and their date of admission-discharge. In the admissions section it records the reason for the child’s admission (for example, destitute), the whereabouts of their parents, the Matron’s observations (for example, ‘clean and well cared’, ‘healthy and well’, ‘suffering from inflammation of eye’), the medical officer’s observations (column not used) and the orders of the board, also not used. The discharge section records the reasons for discharge (for example, ‘sent home to parents’, ‘sent to Galway Hospital for surgical treatment’, ‘taken by mother’ or ‘died’). It records the details of the person to whom they were discharged, their address and if, and by whom, they were accompanied on discharge.

The Mother Returns record the mother’s name, age, date of admission to Tuam, occupation, her means (for example, ‘destitute’, ‘means’), proposed contribution (to child’s maintenance) by mother, if any, name and address of nearest relative and name and address of putative father. It includes a section for proceedings against the putative father; ‘Is mother willing to swear information against putative father and state means if known’. This was usually answered with ‘signed statement enclosed’ or ‘signed statement sent’ or ‘made no statement’. These registers also record whether the child died and the date of the mother’s discharge, plus the name of the child and information on proceedings on the same line (for example, ‘proceedings withdrawn 13/09/1944’, ‘no further actions’, ‘put[ative] father gone to England. Proceedings to be taken on return’). The final column records any further observations such as ‘referred to solicitor’, ‘Await report of H.A.O’; [Home Assistance Officer] ‘Try to get address of putative father’.

There are two types of Billing Registers; the Indoor Assistance List (March 1939 - March 1962) and the Indoor Admission and Discharge Book. Both registers were used to track the numbers of women and children in Tuam and to send bills for their maintenance to the
appropriate County Council. The Indoor Assistance List records the entries by register number, name, age, the number of days they were in Tuam in each month (for example, 15 days in March, 30 days in April and 5 days in May). It records the Galway county council maintenance cases in blue/black pen and the Mayo county council maintenance cases in red pen. It also records the date of discharge or date of death of the individual if it occurred during these months. The second type of Billing Register, the Indoor Admission and Discharge Book of which there are six volumes, covers the period from October 1923 to August 1961. This register records the admission and discharges of both mothers and children on a monthly basis; the date of their admission or discharge, their name, age and register number; whether they were married or unmarried and in the case of a child, whether they were ‘legitimate’ or ‘illegitimate’. A death in Tuam was recorded in the final column of the discharges. It differs from other registers in that, in the earlier years, all the residents were recorded in the same colour pen, with a note indicating if they were maintained by Mayo county council, but in later years they adopted the practice of using blue/black for Galway and red for Mayo.

All of this material was used in compiling the Commission’s database.

**Sisters of Bon Secours**
The Sisters of Bon Secours told the Commission that their archive contained 281 boxes and there were only two boxes that related to Tuam. Some of these were created in the years subsequent to the closure of the home. The Sisters supplied the Commission with historical accounts and personal letters that make reference to the Tuam home including statements to CICA. These are in hard copy.

**Galway County Council**
The extant minutes of the Galway Board of Health are held by Galway county council. There is almost a complete set for the period 1922-1941 but there are some gaps and there are no surviving minutes for the year 1937. The Commission has examined the managers’ orders for the period 1942-1961. The comprehensive list is listed here:

- GC-CSO2: Galway County Council, County Secretary’s Office: Manager’s Orders
- GC-F: Galway County Council: Finance
- GC-1-03: Galway County Council: Minute Book, 1917-1925
- GC-1-05: Galway County Council: Minute Book, 1932-1942
- GC-1-06: Galway County Council: Minute Book, 1943-1952
- GC-1-07: Galway County Council: Minute Book, 1951-1956
- GC-1-08: Galway County Council: Minute Book, 1956-1959
Notes and photocopies were made of the relevant material. These are held electronically.

Kilrush
The Commission has not found any extant institutional records for the Kilrush nursery. They do not seem to have survived.

Clare County Council Archives
- Minutes of Kilrush Rural District Council.
- Minutes of Clare County Board of Health.
- Minutes of Clare County Council.
- Minutes of Kilrush Board of Guardians.
- Minutes of County Nursery and District Hospital Committee.

St Senan’s Church, Kilrush
The baptismal records of the parish church of Kilrush, St Senan’s, from 1922-1932 were made available to the Commission’s researcher. The Commission did not copy these records.
Bessborough
The Bessborough institutional records are held by the Child and Family Agency (TUSLA) in Glanmire, Cork. The Commission made digital copies of these records. The institutional records include:

- **Bessborough home Admission Books**: The admission books cover the period July 1922 to January 1998 and recorded admissions of women and children to the Bessborough home. This collection has survived relatively intact. Omissions are infrequent and relate to short periods in the earlier admission books. The earliest admission books were compiled by county; this was presumably done for billing and accounting purposes. In the 1930s, the admissions began to be recorded chronologically. All admission books were hand-written and recorded details such as a woman’s name, age, address, occupation, house name, date of admission and discharge and discharge pathway. Additional information relating to the name and date of birth of the child, the reputed father, the woman’s parents and siblings, her education and work experience were also recorded. The admission books also recorded maternal and infant deaths which occurred in Bessborough.

- **Bessborough maternity hospital Admission Books and Maternity Books**: The maternity and hospital admission books cover the period from May 1934 to August 1987. This collection is incomplete. The surviving records are for the periods May 1934 - April 1937; May 1944 - March 1957; October 1961 - September 1964 and July 1980 - August 1987. The earliest Maternity/Hospital admission books recorded a woman’s name, address and house name as well as her date of admission and discharge. The name, date of birth and date of discharge of her baby were also recorded. Short notes such as ‘came in labour’, ‘obstruction from birth’ and ‘slow and difficult labour’ were also included. The later maternity admission books recorded details relating to a woman’s parents (and if they knew she was pregnant) along with details of a woman’s occupation and referral. Some hospital admission books recorded babies’ birth weight and the dates on which the PKU test and BCG antituberculosis vaccination were administered. The admission books also recorded maternal and infant deaths which occurred in Bessborough.

- **Registration of Births, Bessborough maternity hospital**: The Registration of Births Book relating to the Sacred Heart Hospital Bessborough covers the period December 1930 - May 1986. This collection is complete. The register books were supplied to the institution by the Registrar General and recorded the name, sex and date of birth of children born in the hospital along with the name, address and occupation of the mother. The date of the registration of births was recorded along
with the initials of the registrar for South Cork. It appears that births were registered in bulk at intervals of around two months in the 1930s and fortnightly from the 1940s.

- **Records and Particulars Book, Bessborough Maternity Hospital**: The *Registration of Maternity Homes Act* 1934 required the keeping of various records. The Records and Particular Books relating to the maternity hospital cover the period September 1935-July 1987. This collection is complete. These books recorded the details of women admitted to the maternity hospital including her name, age, address, date of admission, condition on admission and the number of previous pregnancies. Additional information recorded the name and sex of the woman's baby, date and hour of birth, details relating to the delivery, birth weight, whether born full term or premature and whether a child was born alive or stillborn. The name of the medical attendant, generally the institutional medical officer, was also recorded. Further information recorded the person into whose care the child was removed from the hospital.

- **Private Patients Admission Book**: A Private Patients Admission book recorded the admission of private fee-paying patients to the maternity hospital in the period February 1951-January 1971. This book also recorded financial details relating to these patients. Private patients were billed for their hospital stay and medical treatment as well as costs relating to laundry services, baptism, certificates and clothes. In cases where private patients did not pay their Bessborough bill in full, their accounts were transferred to the relevant local public assistance-health authority. It is clear from other admission books and registers that private patients were being admitted to Bessborough since the 1930s. Although no other Private Patients Admission Books appear to have survived it was possible to identify private patients in the general admission books and associated records as they were designated the letter ‘P’ and were not associated with a public assistance/health authority account. Baptismal registers relating to Bessborough assisted the Commission in establishing the number of private patients admitted to the Bessborough hospital from 1930 to the late 1940s.

- **Maternity Hospital ante-natal records**: Records relating to the ante natal care of women and children in the maternity hospital are available for the period 1946-1999. The collection is relatively intact. However, ante natal records for the years 1948-53; 1959-63; 1985-86 and1995 are missing. The earlier records recorded a woman’s name, age, date of birth, date of admission and condition on admission. Other information included medical test results, a summary of labour, observations on labour and a list and dosage of drugs given where applicable. Additional information
recorded details relating to the baby including the name, sex, date of birth, condition at birth, date of discharge, weight at birth and on discharge, diet on discharge and the dates of any medical tests undertaken and vaccinations received. The records contain comprehensive weekly observations on the baby’s health and development. By the 1970s the range of information recorded was expanded to include information on the type of delivery, head circumference, date of baptism, feeding schedule and bacteriological reports. The ante-natal records also recorded maternal and infant deaths which occurred in Bessborough.

- **Death Register:** The *Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934* required that all registered maternity homes compile a register of deaths. There is only one surviving death register for Bessborough; it covers the period February 1934-January 1953. This register recorded most but not all maternal and infant deaths which occurred in Bessborough in the period. Recorded details included the name, age, address and date of death of the deceased along with the cause of death and duration of illness. Deaths were notified to the registrar for South Cork at regular intervals. The Commission has found that the number of deaths recorded in the surviving death register falls short of the number of deaths notified by the Bessborough authorities to the General Register Office. The age at death of most children and infants recorded suggests that the register related, in the main, to deaths in the Bessborough home. The wording ‘Bessboro Home’ is written in the header section of most pages in the death register. However, a section of the register covering the years 1938-39 recorded some deaths which occurred in infants who were just days old. The heading on these pages state that the deaths were recorded in the ‘Bessboro Home and Hospital’. The Commission is of the opinion that these were neo-natal deaths that occurred in the maternity hospital and not in the Bessborough home. The section covering the years 1938-39 related to infant deaths which occurred both in the Bessborough Home and the maternity hospital. From 1940 the register does not record the deaths of new-born infants. The Commission considers it plausible to assert that at that juncture the Bessborough authorities began to record deaths which occurred in the Sacred Heart Maternity Hospital in a death register reserved solely for that section of the institution. This would explain the discrepancy in the number of deaths recorded in the death register in the years 1934-53 and the number of deaths notified by the Bessborough authorities in the same period. In the absence of a complete set of death registers, the Admission Books, Maternity/Hospital Admission Books, Records and Particulars Books, Ante-natal Records and Baptismal Registers proved invaluable to the Commission in establishing the extent of infant mortality in Bessborough. The Commission recorded every note, handwritten or otherwise, that
suggested that a woman or child had died in the institution. The Commission crosschecked every suspected death against records held by the General Register Office.

Other records held by the Child and Family Agency (Tusla):

- **Records of the Sacred Heart Adoption Society**: Records relating to the Sacred Heart Adoption Society comprise adoption application files; Adoption placement files; Adoption orders files; Minutes of the Adoption Society; Foreign applications files and Foreign adoption files. The combined records span the years 1953-98. The records facilitated the Commission in identifying domestic and foreign adoption of Bessborough infants and children which were facilitated by the Sacred Heart Adoption Society.

- **Records of the Catholic Women’s Aid Society**: They comprise: Record of payments to foster parents books for the years 1920-45; Index of babies placed for fostering and adoption for the years 1937-71; and a small number of miscellaneous documents relating to the society. Prior to the introduction of legal adoption in Ireland in 1953, the lay run CWAS played a significant role in finding nurse mothers for ‘illegitimate’ children in Cork. Over half of all infants who were fostered through CWAS were born in Bessborough. The birth mother paid a fee of £60 to CWAS who in turn paid the money to nurse mothers in 12 quarterly instalments. The records of payments to foster parents books take the form of basic double entry accountancy. Money received from the birth mother was recorded on the right and monies paid out to nurse mothers was recorded on the left. The CWAS records assisted the Commission in identifying infants born in Bessborough and their exit pathway from the institution into the nursed out system via CWAS.

- **Records of St Anne’s Adoption Society**: Registers relating to St Anne’s Adoption Society were available for the years 1954-99. The registers recorded details of women who were repatriated from the UK to have their babies adopted in Ireland. The registers facilitated the Commission in identifying women who were admitted to Bessborough under the auspices of St Anne’s Adoption Society and to capture the exit pathways of their babies from Bessborough, which generally took the form of legal adoption.

*Cork Diocesan Archives*: St Anne’s Adoption Society: correspondence files
Cathedral of St Mary and St Anne, Cork

- Bessborough Baptismal Registers, 1930-2010: The Commission located a complete set of baptismal registers relating to Bessborough for the period December 1930 to January 2010. As the registers are church records, they are not kept with the Bessborough records held by Tusla. The baptismal registers are kept at the Cathedral of St Mary and St Anne (North Cathedral), Cork. The registers recorded a wealth of information including a child’s name, date of birth, date of baptism, mothers name and address, name of the priest and godparent (usually one of the other mothers in Bessborough), date of discharge and discharge pathway and details of any subsequent marriage. The registers also noted if a child had died and the date of death. Interestingly, the registers also recorded the Board of Assistance responsible for the child’s maintenance in Bessborough and private patients were designated the letter ‘P’. This information facilitated the Commission’s efforts to establish the number of private patients admitted to Bessborough from 1930 to the late 1940s.

Cork City and County Archives

The relevant records (catalogued) of the Cork local authorities (the Boards of Guardians, South Cork Board of Health and Public Assistance/Cork Health Authority/Southern Health Board) are:

- Registers of boarded out children 1925-73;
- Cork Board of Assistance payment records for boarded out children 1959-72;
- Registers of children at nurse 1912-65;
- Health authority adoption registers 1935-99;
- Minutes of meetings
- Managers orders

These local authority records facilitated the Commission in identifying the exit pathways of children from Bessborough through the boarding out system and through informal adoption (pre 1953) and legal adoption (from 1953). The registers of children at nurse allowed the Commission to identify children who were placed in the nursed out system from Bessborough by their mothers who did not engage the services of the CWAS.

Cork City and County Archive also held 150 boxes of uncatalogued public health records. A perusal of one box revealed correspondence relating to infant mortality in Bessborough. The Commission sent an archivist to the Cork archives for several months to catalogue this collection for analysis.
Below is a detailed list of material consulted:

**South Cork Board of Public Assistance Records:**
Creation dates: 1924-1963: 96 volumes and 512 files.

- CBPA-SO-M: South Cork Board of Assistance Minute Books, 1924-57. 28 volumes
- CBPA-SO-GF: South Cork Board of Public Assistance Files, 1925-63. 157 boxes
- CC-PA-MO: Cork County Council Public Assistance Manager’s Orders, 1942-60. 70 volumes
- CC-CO-M-11-26 Cork County Council Minutes, 1922-60. 16 volumes
- CC-MO Cork County Council Manager’s Orders, 1942-60. 16 volumes
- CC-NO-M Cork County Council North Cork Minutes, 1942-60. 13 volumes
- CC-NO-MO Cork County Council North Cork Asst Co Manager’s Orders, 1942-60. 35 volumes
- CC-SO-MO Cork County Council South Cork Asst Co Manager’s Orders, 1942-60. 18 volumes
- CC-CS-Files County Secretary’s Office Files, c1900-1968 [mainly 1913-47]. 39 files
- CC-CS-LB County Secretary’s Office Letter Books 1922-28. 12 volumes
- NCBPH-NCBPA North Cork Boards of Public Health and Public Assistance, 1927-42. 20 volumes
- LG II (SCBPA) South Cork Board of Public Assistance Files, 1923-63. 159 files
- BG Board of Guardian Records, 1922-25. 30 volumes
- CP-CY-SJ-3: St Joseph’s Cemetery Collection; Register Book of Burial Plots and Burial Rights Therein.

Cork City and County Archive also held 150 boxes of uncatalogued public health records. A perusal of one box revealed correspondence relating to infant mortality in Bessborough. The Commission sent an archivist to the Cork archives for several months to catalogue this collection for analysis.

Files held by Cork City and County Archives which were of direct relevance to the chapter on the Bessborough Mother and Baby Home are as follows:

- CC&CA, CA-PA-MO-SO-7: South Cork Manager’s Order No. 598-48; 10 June 1948.
- CC&CA, CBPA-LGII, Box 15: Secretary, South Cork Board of Public Assistance to Mother Martina, Bessborough, 20 July 1928.
- CC&CA, CBPA-Orders-SC-Box 6: Cork South Manager’s Order No. 507, 30 March 1943.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO- Files, LGII-91-2, Dr Robert Condy to J.F. Wrenne, 5 January 1944.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-8-M- 26 March 1930.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-8-M- 31 December 1930.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-8-M- 26 November 1930.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-8-M- 9 April 1930.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-LGII, Box 15: Flora Burton, Department of Public Welfare, Boston, to Miss M.J. Cruise, [This is the spelling used in the original] Middle Abbey Street, Dublin, 24 May 1926.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-M-10- 12 September 1934.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-M-10- 14 September 1932.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-M-10- 5 December 1934.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-M-17- 22 August 1938.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-M-5- 1 June 1927.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-M-5- 1 June 1927.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-M-5- 4 May 1927.
- CC&CA, CBPA-SO-M-9- 22 April 1931.
- CC&CA, CC-CBPA-Orders-N.C. Box 1: January to December 1944. North Cork Board of Assistance Manager’s Orders, Order No. 759, 26 September 1944.
- CC&CA, CC-PA-MO-SO-10: South Cork Manager’s Order No. 1,219-51; 3 August 1951, and Order No. 1,436-51; 29 August 1951.
- CC&CA, CC-PA-MO-SO-4-Box 6: Cork South Manager’s Order No. 42-45, 30 Jan 1945.
- CC&CA, Orders-NC-Box1, January-December 1944: North Cork Manager’s Orders No. 570, 26 July 1944.
- CC&CA, South Cork Board of Public Assistance Files, LGII, Box 41, June 1934.
- CC&CA, South Cork Board of Public Assistance, LGII, Box41: Miss Butt, Secretary, St Joseph’s Home for Mothers & Babies, Clapham Road, London to Mrs Crofts, Department of Local Government and Public Health, June 1934.

**Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, Chigwell Convent, UK.**

The Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary facilitated the Commission in accessing the congregational archive in Chigwell, London (see Chapter 17). The Commission was given access to the collections:

- Sisters of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary Council Minutes, 1904-37.
- Annals of the Order (Diaries of the Mother General), 1919-99.
- Council minutes.
- General Chapter 1933: Report of the Superior General.
- Correspondence: J. A Shaw and Co Solicitors, Mullingar, to Mother General, Chigwell, regarding Castlepollard, 14 Feb. 1952.
- Roscrea annals, 1969-85

**Irish Defence Forces, Military Archives,**

The Commission was given access to historical aerial photography taken by the Irish Air Corps in the mid to late twentieth century. The earliest collection included a high resolution photograph of the Bessborough Estate and hinterland from February 1951.

**Society of African Missions, Provincial Archive, Blackrock, Cork**

The Commission was given access to the Society of African Missions, provincial archive, to examine documentation relating to St Joseph’s Cemetery, Cork. The Society of African Missions owned and operated St Joseph’s Cemetery before being handed over to Cork Corporation in 1947.

**Sean Ross**

The Sean Ross institutional records are held by the Child and Family Agency (TUSLA) in Waterford. The Commission made digital copies of these records. There are over 14,000 records, all uncatalogued. The institutional records include:

- **Indoor Registers**: Admission Books by county, covering the years 1931-1969. These appear to have been used for the purpose of billing.

- **Admission Books**: These recorded admissions to Sean Ross from June 1931 to May 1968. They record details relating to a woman’s name, age, address, occupation and date of admission along with her child’s name, date of birth and discharge details for both mother and child. The later volumes include a woman’s ‘house name’ along with information regarding her family, the putative father and the family doctor. These are handwritten records. They recorded whether a baby was born alive or stillborn, if an infant subsequently died and the date of death.

- **Private Patients Book**: This covers the years 1959-69. Details recorded were a woman’s name, address, date of admission, date of discharge and a record of payments received. Record of payments included a charge for a woman’s stay at a weekly rate, charge for her baby’s stay at a weekly rate as well as charges relating to blood tests and birth and baptismal certificates. The later entries include details relating to infant discharge pathways.

- **Nursery Admission Book**: This is for the period September 1957 to November 1966. It recorded details such as the name and address of the mother as well as the name, date of birth, weight and some discharge details relating to her child.

- **Maternity Register**: This recorded admissions to the Sean Ross maternity hospital (which was called St Gerard’s) for the period October 1933-March 1939. It contains an index of all admissions in this period along with details relating to a woman’s...
name, address, age, date of admission. Entries recorded in the later years include handwritten medical observations on the expectant woman.

- **Records and Particulars Books:** There are 12 volumes covering the period April 1935 to November 1969. There are two gaps in this record: November, December 1962, and March 1966. The books recorded admissions to the maternity hospital and contain details relating to the name, age and address of women along with a note on their discharge pathway. The early volumes are handwritten notebooks. The later volumes are registers with column headings such as name, address, age and date of admission of a woman along with observations on her ‘condition on reception’. The books also recorded details of the birth including the date and hour of birth, the sex and weight of the baby, the name of the attending doctor and whether the baby was premature, full-term, born alive or still-born.

- **Birth Registers:** there are ten volumes covering the period December 1933 to May 1964.

- **Death Register:** This covers deaths in the maternity hospital in the period March 1934 to November 1967. It recorded the name, date of death, home county, sex, cause of death and age of death of infants who died. The recorded age on death strongly suggests that the deaths recorded in this register related to deaths that occurred in the maternity hospital only and do not relate to deaths that occurred in the Sean Ross home. Maternal deaths which occurred (all appear to relate to deaths associated with complications of childbirth) in this period are recorded in this register also. In the absence of a complete set of death registers, the other records mentioned and the baptismal register facilitated the Commission in establishing the extent of infant mortality in Sean Ross. The Commission recorded every note, handwritten or otherwise, that suggested that a woman or child had died in the institution. The Commission crosschecked every suspected death against records held by the General Register Office.

- **Miscellaneous Registers:** These include a Baby Weight Book, 1966-71; Birth Certificates Received, 1966-69, Discharge Details, 1963-66, Children admitted and Boarded Out, 1936; 1943; 1944-45: Contains a list of children from County Clare who were admitted to and boarded out from Sean Ross in this period. The register also includes medical reports relating to children prior to boarding out.

- **Adoption Ledgers/Adoption Orders/Adoption Placements/American Adoption Files**
  There are four volumes arranged as follows:
Volume 2: A register of adopted children, 1952-66. This register recorded a child’s name, date of birth and date of adoption along with the name and address of the ‘adopters’ and the child’s adoptive name.

Volume 3: A register of children placed for adoption in the US from Sean Ross, Bessborough and Castlepollard in the years 1951-60. This register contains an index listing names of children who were placed for adoption in the US. The register recorded a child’s name and date of birth along with the name and address of the adoptive parents in the US.

Volume 4: A register of children placed for adoption in Ireland from Sean Ross, Bessborough and Castlepollard in the 1950s and 1960s. This register recorded a child’s name and date of birth along with the name and address of the mother. Details relating to the child’s adoption such as the name and address of the adoptive parents, date of adoption, adoption order number, and the name and address of a referee were also recorded.

The Adoption Orders comprise 12 volumes and contain applications for adoption orders as well as copies of Adoption Orders issued by An Bord Uchtála. Each Adoption Order has a unique reference number and recorded details relating to the name and address of the adopters the child’s date of birth and name prior to adoption, the child’s name on adoption and the date on which the Adoption Order was approved.

The Adoption Placement files comprise five volumes and recorded the name, ‘house name’ and address of the birth mother along with her child’s name and date of birth, the name and address of the adopters and the date of placement.

The American Adoption Files contain documentation relating to children adopted in the US such as consent to adoption forms, signed by birth mothers and witnessed by a Notary Public, along with signed and witnessed release forms giving custody of a child to adoptive parents in the US. This collection also contains medical and financial information relating to adoptive parents in the US, correspondence between adoptive parents and the authorities at Sean Ross, affidavits in support of adoptive parents, assessment of prospective adopters and their homes undertaken by US agencies such as the Catholic Home Bureau, correspondence between the authorities at Sean Ross, the Department of External Affairs and the American Embassy, Dublin, along with documentation produced by the United States Department of Justice Immigration and Naturalization Service.
**Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, Chigwell Convent, UK.**

See Bessborough above

**Killaloe Diocesan Archives**

- Fogarty Collection, Box 35 1-9-B-6: Fogarty Correspondence
- Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, Box 31 1-8-A-2: Correspondence regarding adoptions

**Tipperary County Council, Civic Offices, Nenagh**

The Commission examined archived local authority records of North and South Tipperary in the Civic Offices, Nenagh, Thurles Library and Tipperary County Archives, Clonmel. Three collections which were of interest to the Commission were identified, listed below. These, however, did not have much information of relevance.

- North Tipperary County Council Minutes, Volumes 1-47
- North Tipperary County Council Manager’s Orders, Volumes 1-117

**Thurles Library, The Source, Cathedral Street, Thurles Townparks**

- TL-LG-22: Tipperary North Riding Board of Public Assistance Minutes

**Tipperary County Archives**

- Tipperary South Riding County Board of Public Assistance Minutes, 1924-1942
- South Tipperary County Council Manager’s Orders, 1942-2012.

**Castlepollard**

The Castlepollard institutional records are held by the Child and Family Agency (Tusla) in Letterkenny. The Commission made electronic copies of these records. The Records and Particulars Books/Birth Registers for St Kevin’s Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard record information relating to babies born in Castlepollard including: child’s date of birth; Christian name; sex; name of father (all blank); mother’s name; father’s occupation (all blank); mother’s date of birth; mother’s address prior to admission; year of marriage (all blank); number of previous children (generally blank) and initials of the recording officer.

They consist of:

**Admission Books**: There are three volumes covering the years 1935-49; 1943-57 and 1955-70. The Books recorded admissions to the Castlepollard Home and were arranged by county of origin. They recorded a woman’s date of admission, register number, name, age, address and date and place of discharge. They also recorded the name, date of birth and
date of baptism of her child along with the child's date of discharge. Infant deaths and date of death were also noted.

**Records and Particulars Books/Maternity Registers of St Peter’s Maternity Hospital:**
The Records and Particular Books comprise six volumes covering the years 1943-71. Records for the years 1948-50 inclusive are missing. They recorded admissions to St Peter’s Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard, and details relating to a woman's name, age, address, date of admission and condition on admission (pregnant, in labour). Dr B Cullen, Westmeath, is named as the attending physician in all cases. Details relating to infants included date and hour of birth, sex, the type of delivery (normal, breech, forceps), details of any complications during the birth, weight at birth, whether full-term or premature, and whether the child was born alive or stillborn. Some instances of whose care the child was discharged to were also noted.

**Ante-Natal Records:** There are nine volumes covering the years 1939-66. The records are handwritten notebooks and captured details of a woman’s age and house name, dates of admission and discharge along with notes on her medical history, medical condition on admission to St Peter’s Maternity Hospital and test results (blood, urine Rh). They also contain notes on the woman’s labour and medical examination of her new-born infant. Details of maternal and infant deaths were also recorded.

**Private Patients Register:** There is one Private Patients Register which is for the period July 1961 to March 1970. This is a handwritten notebook which recorded details of a woman’s name, address and date of admission along with the name, dates of birth and discharge of her baby. The register also recorded financial details relating to costs associated with the maintenance of the woman and her child in Castlepollard including amounts paid, method of payment (cash or cheque) and the outstanding balance. Some women recorded in the Private Patients Register were transferred to a local authority health board account after admission.

**Babies Register:** A Babies Register recorded births in St Peter’s Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard, in the period March 1942 to January 1954. The register takes the form of a handwritten notebook. It recorded details such as a woman’s name, address and date of admission along with the name and date of birth of her infant. Still-born infants were also recorded.
Indoor Register; County Leitrim: An Indoor Register relating to Leitrim County Council was included with the Castlepollard records and relates to the years 1936-76. Most admissions recorded here relate to the years 1936-70 and contain details such as a woman’s name, age, occupation, religion and previous address along with the name, sex and date of birth of her child. Some details relating to the date of discharge and discharge pathway were also recorded.

Baptismal Register: A typed copy of a Baptismal Register recorded baptisms at St Michael’s Church, Castlepollard, in the period 1 January 1935 to 12 November 1994. Details recorded include a child's name, date of birth and date of baptism.

Adoption Orders: The Adoption Orders comprise five volumes and were composed alphabetically. This collection contains scanned copies of Adoption Orders, which recorded details of a child’s adoption such as name prior to adoption and name on adoption along with details of the birth mother and the adoptive parents. Files relate to adoptions from the late 1950s to the 1970s.

Death Register: This is a typed spreadsheet recording deaths in Castlepollard, (infant, maternal, congregational) in the period 17 April 1935 to 16 October 1970. The age on death of infants and children range from a few hours to two years old. This suggests that infant and child deaths recorded here were deaths which occurred in both the Castlepollard Mother and Baby Home and St Peter’s Maternity Hospital. This record appears to record details from an original death register and includes the name, cause of death, date of death and age on death of the deceased along with the place of death, who notified the death and the name of the Registrar for the Castlepollard district.

Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, Chigwell Convent, UK. 
See Bessborough above.

Castlepollard

Department of Health

Records and Particulars Books/Birth Registers – St Peter’s Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727028 June 1967-March 1970
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727034 April 1952-March 1956
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727036 July 1948- April 1952
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727037 March 1970-January 1971
The Records and Particulars Books/Birth Registers for St Peter’s Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard record information relating to babies born in Castlepollard including: child’s date of birth; first name; sex; name of father (all blank); mother’s name; father’s occupation (all blank); mother’s date of birth; mother’s address prior to admission; year of marriage (all blank); number of previous children (generally blank) and initials of the recording officer.

Maternity Registers – St Peter’s Maternity Hospital, Castlepollard
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727038 November 1964-June 1967
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727039 April 1956-February 1961
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727040 March 1961-November 1964
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727043 August 1947-September 1949
- NATARCH-ARC-0-5727046 July 1949-July 1951

Meath Diocesan Archive
- DM-MBH-C-8-9

Bethany
The institutional records (uncatalogued) of Bethany are held by PACT (Here2Help). They were digitally copied by the Commission. There are four registers:

The Admission-Discharge Register from 29 March 1922 to 3 May 1946: This register is the continuation of the admissions register of the Dublin Midnight Mission (which is not relevant to this inquiry). It lists the woman’s name; age, religion, birth-place; her most recent address; how long she had been in Dublin - though this is generally blank; her occupation; dates of admission and discharge, and her destination when discharged.

The Bethany Baby Records covers the period 7 May 1922 to 25 August 1970; This lists babies’ names; date of birth; whether they were born in the home or admitted after the birth; date of christening, vaccination details; date of leaving the home; where they went and if they were readmitted to Bethany.

Records and Particulars Book of Maternity Home (or Hospital) known as Bethany Home 1936-1956 and Records and Particulars Book of Maternity Home (or Hospital) known as
Bethany Home 1956-1971: This was the standard official register that all maternity homes and hospitals were required to keep under the Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934. It gives the woman’s name, age, date of admission, condition (not always completed), date of discharge, state of health, removal of child, particulars of the person removing a child and particulars of person to whose care a child was removed, plus a general column for observations. It appears that Bethany completed this official record and also continued to maintain its individual admission book until 1946, when it began to rely solely on the official register and the Bethany Baby Book.

**Representative Church Body Library**

The minutes of monthly meetings of the management committee of the Bethany Home from 8 January 1924 to 8 January 1937, and from 12 May 1944 to 14 January 1966, are held in the Representative Church Body (RCB) Library in Braemor Park. The library also holds copies of some annual reports of the Bethany Home; these give some details about the mothers and babies, records of donations, subscriptions and an annual financial statement. The RCB Library also holds a register from Zion Church of Ireland Parish, which includes separate pages with entries for the baptisms of babies born in Bethany Home, c.1935-1949. These give the dates of baptism, the child’s Christian name, parent’s (mother’s) name; they give no entry under ‘abode’, or ‘quality, trade or profession’.

- MS 264.1: Bethany Home Minute Books
- MS 264.2: Bethany Home File
- P.288.2.1: Zion Church of Ireland Register of Baptisms

**Irish Church Missions**

The Commission has also consulted the records of the Irish Church Missions (ICM) to the Roman Catholics held by the ICM. They include:

- ICM-CF-0001-0793: Children's Fold: Correspondence
- Uncatalogued: The Banner of Truth/The Banner of the Truth/Irish Church Missions News Seasonal Reports

**Wicklow County Archives**

- WLAA-BOH-M: Minutes of the Wicklow County Board of Health, 1924-1942
Denny House

Most of the institutional records relating to the Magdalen Asylum/Denny House are held by PACT (Here2Help). The institutional records (uncatalogued) were digitally copied by the Commission. They include:

- Magdalen Home: Monthly Meeting Committee Minute Books
- Magdalen Home: Case Committee Books
- Magdalen Home Annual Reports
- Magdalen Home Report Books
- Magdalen Asylum Mother and Child Case Books
- Magdalen Home: Baby Books
- Magdalen Asylum/Denny House: Case files
- Denny House Discharges
- Denny House Synopsis of admissions and discharges
- Records and Particulars Book of Maternity Home or Hospital known as Magdalen Home, 1961-1982
- Magdalen Home: Case Committee Notes, 1952-1973
- Church of Ireland Register of Baptisms solemnized in Magdalen Asylum Church, 1869-1983

The Nursery Rescue Society Archives

PACT also holds the records of the Nursery Rescue Society which was affiliated with Denny House. These records (uncatalogued) include:

- Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children's Aid Society: Annual Reports, 1914-1978
- Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children's Aid Society: Case files
- Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children's Aid Society: Entered Institutions
- Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children's Aid Society: Surrender Forms
- Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children's Aid Society: Children's Ledger, 1945-1972
- Nursery Rescue Society: Agenda Book, July 1938-December 1943
- Notebook on children under the care of the Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children's Aid Society, 1965-1975
- Nursery Rescue Society: Little Fortfield Journal, September 1915-October 1921
- Nursery Rescue Society/Protestant Adoption Society: Pre-1952 Adoption Agreements, 1943-1952
• Nursery Rescue Society/Protestant Adoption Society: Adoptions case files
• Nursery Rescue Society/Protestant Adoption Society: Adoptions Northern Ireland, UK, USA, Canada, and Australia
• Nursery Rescue Society/Protestant Adoption Society: Adoptions and administrative records, 1944-1990.

Dunboyne
The Dunboyne institutional records are held by the Child and Family Agency (Tusla) in Drogheda. The records received by the Commission take two forms, Registers and Files.

The Registers have no uniform pattern of information; they are a series of handwritten notes filed by date of admission. However, they typically include:

For the mother: name, address, date of birth, date of admission, date of discharge, by whom she was referred, next of kin, exit pathway, previous pregnancies, whether or not there was a living infant;

For the child: first name, date of admission, date of birth, date of discharge, place of birth, exit pathway, child death, date and place of baptism.

A short social history is sometimes included, along with notes regarding adoptions, visits to the hospital, letters and photos received from the women admitted. Some of the admissions are recorded in multiple locations. For example, there is a large overlap between those recorded in the Registers for the years 1989/1990 and the Files.

The Files consist of typed standardised forms that were used from 1966 onwards. The information contained in the files is much the same as that contained in the registers, however there is a stronger emphasis on the mother and putative father’s social history. The files often contain a series of miscellaneous records from adoption societies, health boards, doctors, social welfare, maternity hospitals, etc. These include referral letters, letters relating to the mother’s decision regarding the child, social work reports, ante-natal records and medical certificates for the child. There is also, on occasion, letters and photos from the women admitted and their families.

They consist of:

• 7 registers: Admission Register 1955-1966 (includes some correspondence); Admission Register Girls 1989-90 Ard Mhuire; Admission Register 1955-1962 Ard Mhuire; Admission Register 1966-1969; Private Patients 1965; List of stillborn and deceased infants 1981-1984;
- Girls Admission to Dunboyne Register 1981-1990;
- 4 Admission cards and case files, containing correspondence;
- “Adoption” files;
- “Tracer” files;

**Discovery from the Good Shepherd Sisters**

The Good Shepherd Sisters provided extensive documentation (2,001 scanned pages) to the Commission, including various internal Good Shepherd Sisters documentation such as:

- Annals of the Convent.
- Chapter Books, which were required to be kept in all of the Good Shepherd Sisters’ locations: The Dunboyne Chapter Book provided to the Commission has entries from 1972.
- The ‘Book of Benefactors’ records donations received from 1969;
- The reports from council meetings are from 1986 onwards;
- Various accounts of the history of the institution: some accounts are contemporaneous and some were written after the institution was closed.

The documentation also included audited financial accounts for virtually every year of its operation.

**Tusla**

Fr Regan Archive, relating to adoptions, many of the babies came from Dunboyne, others from Stamullen.

**Cork County Home**

The following records which are held in the Cork City and County Archives were analysed by the Commission.

- Cork Union workhouse indoor relief registers 1840-1925.
- The combined indoor relief registers for Cork county home and district hospital cover the years 1925-57 (CCH-GD).
- The indoor relief register relating to 1959-60 is part of a 2009 accession from St Finbarr's Hospital (formerly Cork county home).
Other records from Cork City and County Archives

Cork City and County Archives also hold a substantial collection relating to the Cork Union Workhouse/Cork County Home/St Finbarr’s Hospital. The collection comprises over 600 individual bound volumes. Files which were of most relevance to the Commission are as follows:

- Cork County Home, Matrons’ Journals, 1927 - 1945
- South Cork Board of Public Assistance Minutes, 1924 - 1942 (28 vols).
- Cork Board of Public Assistance Managers’ Orders, 1942 - 1969 (16 vols - Boxes six to twelve (files 19-36) relate to the South Cork district).
- South Cork Board of Public Assistance files, 1922 - 1960 (158 boxes)
- Records of deaths Cork County Home and Hospital, 1931 - 1940

Health Service Executive Library, Cork University Maternity Hospital

The main sources used from this repository are:

- Folder of Burial Records and Burial Index Card Box, 1968-85 (These records comprise physical Burial Index Cards and a Folder detailing the information recorded on the cards).

St Finbarr’s Hospital, Cork.

- Register of admissions to St Finbarr’s Hospital neonatal unit
- Register of boarded out children
- Admission and discharge index cards

Stranorlar

The HSE is the current owner of what was the Stranorlar county home and gave the Commission access to digital copies of the Indoor Registers of the home. This collection comprised six PDF documents, each a scanned copy of a register, covering the periods:

- 30 January 1921 - 31 March 1932 (179 pages, 4,581 entries)
- 1 April 1932 - 31 Dec 1942 (192 pages, 4,918 entries)
- 1 May 1943 - 30 April 1948 (118 pages, 2,520 entries)
- 1 May 1948 - 31 August 1957 (135 pages, 2,960 entries)
- 1 September 1957 - 31 January 1974 (140 pages, 3,000 entries)
- 1 February 1974 - 31 March 1994 (132 pages, 2,920 entries)
Donegal County Archives

The Donegal county archives have a range of relevant material including:

- Ire-Don-BH-1-19, Minutes of the Board of Health and Public Assistance, 1922-42
- Ire-Don-CC-2: Donegal County Council: Manager's Orders
- CC-17-17: County Home Donegal 1946-53 (Paying orders and building plans)
- CC-30-58: Burial ground correspondence
- CC-30-59: Number of burials 1944-45
- CC-15-4-6: County Council correspondence with Board of Health.
- CC-17-3-11: County Medical Officer Annual Reports
- BH-2-1-23: Board of Health Reports and Correspondence 1933-35

Thomastown County Home

St Columba's Hospital, Thomastown, Kilkenny:

- Combined Indoor Relief Registers 1919-72 (26 volumes).
  The collection of Combined Indoor Relief Registers for Kilkenny County Home, Thomastown, comprises 26 volumes. The collection is largely intact apart from two missing volumes covering the periods October 1930-April 1932 and March 1938-December 1939. The registers were manufactured by Dollard Printing House Dublin Ltd, and each cover a period of 18 months, i.e. April 1941 to September 1942. Each register has 75 pages and capacity to record admission details of 30 individuals per page.
- Record of Maternity Hospital 1959-65 (1 volume).
- Record of Births 1919-65 (1 volume).
- Record of Deaths 1919-62 (1 volume).
- Return of Unmarried Mothers admitted to the County Home 1939-61 (1 volume).
- Half yearly Return of Children in the County Home 1938-61 (1 volume).

Kilkenny Health Records, HSE Library, St Like's Hospital, Kilkenny:

- Kilkenny Board of Health & Public Assistance November 1921-July 1925.
- Kilkenny Board of Health and Public Assistance July 1925-June 1927.

Kilkenny County Board of Health & Public Assistance Records, Kilkenny County Library.

- Kilkenny Board of Health & Public Assistance Letter Books.
• Letter Book: Incoming letters and regulations from DLG&PH, March 1928-December 1931:
• Letter Book: Containing correspondence of Miss Fitzgerald-Kenny, L.G.D. inspector regarding Superintendent Assistance Officer, Assistance Officers and Relieving Officers 1929-1934.
• Letter Book: Copies of incoming letters from DLG&PH April 1929-May 1935.
• Letter Book: Copies of incoming letters from DLG&PH February 1934-December 1937.
• Kilkenny County Council Manager’s Orders—Public Assistance Section.
• MO/PA/2: 1 September 1942-31 March 1944, Orders No.1-1089.
• MO/PA/3: 1 April 1944-31 March 1946, Order No. 1,090-3,144.
• MO/PA/5/ 2 April 1947-31 March 1948. Order No. 4355-5642.
• MO/PA/6/ 1 April 1948-30th March 1949. Order No. 5643-6873.
• MO/PA/7/ 1 April 1949-31 March 1950. Order No. 6874-8166
• MO/PA/8/ 1 April 1950-29 March 1951. Order No.8167-9669.
• MO/PA/9/ 2 April 1951-31 March 1952. Order No.9670-11418.
• MO/PA/10/ 1 April 1952-31 March 1953. Order No.1-1931.
• MO/PA/11/ 1 April 1953-31 March 1954. Order No. 1-2299:
• MO/PA/12/ 1 April 1954-31 March 1955. Order No.1-2693.

Vaccine trials

_GlaxoSmithKline_

GlaxoSmithKline provided the Commission with extensive documentation about vaccine trials and clinical trials conducted in children’s residential institutions in Ireland in the period 1930 to 1973.

• GSK, Irene Hillery to Tom Pollock, 20 January 1961.
• GSK, A.H Griffith, ‘Minutes of the Ninth Meeting of the Department of Clinical Immunology, Wellcome Research Laboratories, Beckenham’, 3 October 1972.
• GSK, A.H Griffith, ‘Minutes of the Seventh Meeting of the Department of Clinical Immunology, Wellcome Research Laboratories, Beckenham’, 7 September 1971.
• GSK, A.H. Griffith to A.D. Munro-Faure, 3 October 1972.
• GSK, A.H. Griffith to A.D. Munro-Faure, 3 October 1972.
• GSK, A.H. Griffith to H.V Furness, 16 November 1973.
• GSK, Aileen Scott, Medical Director, National Drugs Advisory Board (Ireland) to A. H. Griffith, Wellcome Research Laboratories, April 1973.
• GSK, Alan Goffe to Patrick Meenan, 2 March 1965.
• GSK, B.M. Walker, Glaxo Laboratories, to Dr Eithne Conlon, 29 January 1968.
• GSK, Donal O’Sullivan to W.L. Burland, 10 November 1967.
• GSK, Dr Victoria Coffey/Glaxo Measles (BT 58) Vaccine Trial Dublin December 1968. (Unpublished)
• GSK, Handwritten notes on Glaxo’s infant milk trials in Bessborough and St Patrick’s Home.
• GSK, Irene Hillery to Alan Goffe, 29 March 1965.
• GSK, Irene Hillery to Tom Pollock, 20 August 1964.
• GSK, Irene Hillery to Tom Pollock, 20 January 1961.
• GSK, I14/I20 Milk Trials, Bessborough Convent, Cork. Clinician: Dr E. Conlon.
• GSK, L14/L20 Milk Trials, St Patrick’s Mother and Baby Home, Dublin. Clinician: Dr Coffee.
• GSK, Margaret Dunleavy to M. Crowe, 11 April 1972.
- GSK, Minutes of the 25th Biological Clinical Trials Committee, 17 January 1968.
- GSK, Minutes of the 31st Biological Clinical Trials Meeting, 27 November 1968.
- GSK, Minutes of the meeting of the Trivax Project Group, 20 December 1973.
- GSK, Note on ‘Moate’ written on University College Dublin headed paper, 27 February 1961.
- GSK, Notes on proposed infant milk trials refers to Cork, Dublin, Malaya and Argentina.
- GSK, Patrick Meenan to Alan Goffe, 14 March 1961.
- GSK, Patrick N. Meenan to David Long, 22 March 1960.
- GSK, Quadrivax: Minutes of meeting held 20 October 1960 at the Wellcome Research Laboratories, Beckenham.
- GSK, Sister Martha, Bessborough Home, to Dr Bridie Foley, St Finbarr’s Hospital, 9 April 1968.
- GSK, T.M. Pollock to Irene Hillery, 16 July 1964.
- GSK, The Wellcome Foundation Ltd: Clinical trial to compare the reactogenicity of commercially available batches of the combined Diphtheria/Tetanus/Pertussis (DTP) vaccines Trivax and Trivax AD with a modified combined DTP vaccine containing a ‘two-phase’ Pertussis component. (Unpublished) 1973.
- GSK, Victoria Coffee to W.L. Burland, 8 July 1968.
- GSK, Victoria Coffee, Department of Social Medicine, Trinity College, Dublin, to W.L. Burland, Medical Department, Glaxo Laboratories Ltd, 4 June 1968.
- GSK, Victoria P. Coffee to W.L. Burland, 3 October 1968.
- GSK, Visits to Cork and Dublin 5-6th February, 7 February 1969.
- GSK, W.L. Burland to Victoria Coffee, 18 June 1968.
- GSK, W.L. Burland to Victoria Coffee, 30 October 1968.
- GSK, W.L. Burland to Victoria P. Coffee, 23 September 1968.
- GSK, Wellcome Foundation Ltd, ‘Application for the issue of a clinical trial certificate for Diphtheria/Tetanus/Pertussis vaccine containing a ‘two-phase’ Pertussis component’.
- GSK, Wellcome Research Laboratories, Beckenham. Internal Advertisement for volunteers, ‘Clinical Trial of New Two-Phase Pertussis Component of DTP (Trivax) Vaccine’.
- GSK, Wellcome Research Laboratories, Proposed investigation of multiple antigens in Eire, 1 November 1960.

Anatomical subjects

Irish Medical Council
- Cork Medical School Register, 1907-1997
- Galway Medical School Register, 1909-1997
- Anatomical Returns for Dublin Medical Schools, 1972-2010.

University College Dublin, Special Collections
- Combined Anatomical Register of the Dublin Medical Schools (Royal College of Surgeons, Trinity College and University College, Dublin) pre 1972.

National University of Ireland, Galway (NUIG) -Department of Anatomy
- Receipt book for the removal of a dead body
- Mortuary book
- Day book

University College, Cork -Department of Anatomy and Pathology
- Professor Michael MacConaill papers
Anatomical Subjects Burial Register, St Mary’s Cemetery, Curraghkippane.

**Burials/Cemeteries**

**Cork City & County Archives**

Rathcooney Cemetery Records, 1896 - 1941

Old Kilcully Cemetery Records, 1931-1974

CP/CY/SJ St Joseph’s Cemetery Collection

- CP/CY/SJ/2/29 December 1921 - July 1924
- CP/CY/SJ/2/30 September 1924 - August 1927
- CP/CY/SJ/2/31 August 1927 - December 1930 (gap from July-September 1924)
- CP/CY/SJ/2/32 October 1930 - December 1933
- CP/CY/SJ/2/33 December 1933 - July 1937
- CP/CY/SJ/2/34 July 1937 - January 1941
- CP/CY/SJ/2/35 Loose Fragments
- CP/CY/SJ/2/36 February 1941 - February 1943
- CP/CY/SJ/2/37 1943 Vi & Vii
- CP/CY/SJ/2/38 July 1944 - December 1947
- CP/CY/SJ/5 (1&2) Orders received for caring for burial plots
- CP/CC/CY M6 Cork City Council Cemetery Committee Minutes
- CP/CY/SF/MPD Plans of St Finbarr’s Cemetery

**Cork City Council**

- Burial Registers St Joseph’s Cemetery, Tory top Rd, Cork. (post 1947)
- Burial Registers St Finbarr’s Cemetery, Glasheen, Cork.
- Burial Registers St Michael’s Cemetery, Blackrock, Cork.
- Burial Registers St Mary’s Cemetery, Curraghkippane, Cork.
- Burial Registers St Columba’s (Douglas Local Authority) Cemetery, Cork.

**Glasnevin Cemetery:**

Burial registers
Mount Jerome Cemetery:
Burial registers
Where the Commission’s archives will go

As is described in the Introduction to the report, the institutional files of the main institutions were scanned by the Commission and a database of individuals compiled from the scanned copies; the files from Pelletstown were transcribed into that database from an existing electronic records management system. The database of individuals is being provided to the Child and Family Agency (Tusla) in order to assist with tracing. It is also being provided to the Department of Children, Equality, Disability and Youth as part of the overall archive of the Commission.

The notes and photocopies of material which were from a range of archives, including the archives listed above, and national and local newspapers and magazines, are on the Commission’s researchers’ database. This database also includes reports on various archival collections compiled as part of the process of identifying relevant sources. This digital database will be transferred to the Department of Children, Equality, Disability and Youth by February 2021.

The Commission holds transcripts of hearings where witnesses gave evidence under oath (or affirmation) and were questioned by members of the Commission. The witnesses included women who gave birth in mother and baby homes, and children who were born in these homes, members of religious congregations, public servants and social workers. The transcripts record the names and status of all the witnesses, and the date of the hearings. These will be transferred to the Department of Children, Equality, Disability and Youth by February 2021.

The Commission also holds files relating to the Confidential Inquiry, including notes taken during the testimony and personal details relating to the witnesses. Individuals who testified to the Confidential Inquiry are being contacted to determine whether they wish their names and personal details to be redacted before the Commission’s records are transferred to the Department of Children, Equality, Disability and Youth by February 2021.
Recommendations about archives

The Commission has identified a number of ‘challenges and opportunities’ provided by these sources to enhance public understanding.

Department of Health records

Apart from the institutional records of the individual institutions, the largest collection of files examined by the Commission was provided under discovery by the Department of Health in the form of digital copies (see Introduction). The originals are held by the Department of Health or its successor, the Department of Children. The overwhelming majority of these files are over 30 years old. Under the terms of the National Archives Act 1986 they should be publicly available in the National Archives of Ireland (NAI). These files have been listed by the Commission’s archivist. The Commission recommends that digital copies, together with a descriptive list, be made available within six months to readers in the NAI.

Section 8 (c) of the 1986 Act provides for the withholding of files that:

- would or might cause distress or danger to living persons on the ground that they contain information about individuals, or would or might be likely to lead to an action for damages for defamation.

Some files would need to be withheld or partly redacted in accordance with this section. However this process should not be used to delay public access; files should be made available as they are cleared, and the work should be completed within 12 months.

Most of the files that would be withheld/redacted relate to inspections of boarded out children and children at nurse, and the files relating to women who contacted the DLGPH seeking assistance, including many files relating to women who had returned from England from the 1940s until 1961. The files on boarded out children contain important information about the children’s health, physical descriptions, comments about their personality, education, and their foster homes. The files relating to the women contain details about their family and about the circumstances of the pregnancy. The Commission considers that these files should be used to create two databases, by name, one relating to the foster children and one relating to the women. They could be linked with the Commission’s electronic database of individuals where possible (many of the boarded out children were never in mother and baby homes so there would be no connection with the Commission’s database). This information could be made available to the individuals or their immediate family under the normal Freedom of Information and data protection rules.
Industrial school and adoption records

The Commission’s electronic database of individuals could also be expanded by incorporating information collected by the Ryan Commission about the children in industrial schools, records held by the Department of Education about industrial schools and records held by the Adoption Authority of Ireland. This would provide a more comprehensive picture of the longer-term outcomes for children born in mother and baby homes.

Death registers

Consideration should also be given to examining death registration records of the children who were born in mother and baby homes in the 1920s and the 1930s with a view to establishing their age at death and causes of death. In order to achieve a comprehensive picture it would be necessary to also check UK death registers. The purpose of this exercise would be to try to establish some of the long-term consequences of birth in mother and baby homes and being raised apart from one’s mother.

Local authority records

Access to the records of local authorities, which includes the records of county homes, is governed by Section 80 of the Local Government Act 2001, which states:

Subject to the other provisions of this section, it is a function of a local authority to make arrangements for the proper management, custody, care and conservation of local records and local archives and for inspection by the public of local archives.

The 30-year rule applies, similar to national government archives, as do provisions for withholding access of files containing information about individuals. Virtually all of the local authority records used by the Commission are over 30 years old. We recommend that local authorities should examine their archives, with a view to identifying all material that is relevant to the issues investigated by this Commission, and they should make these files available to the public, subject to the requirement to withhold or redact some records.

HSE Records

There are no regulations governing the preservation of, and access to, the HSE records or the records of its predecessors in title. The HSE was unable to find many of the records which would have assisted the Commission in finding out more about the institutions under investigation. This should be addressed by legislation requiring the HSE and other State bodies (including, for example, the Child and Family Agency) to records in broadly the same way as local authorities.
Diocesan and religious order records
Diocesan records and the records of the religious orders involved in the institutions are the property of the holders and they have the right to determine who gets access. The Commission was given voluntary access to every diocesan archive which was asked. Two of the religious orders provided extensive documentation under orders for discovery while others provided the limited documentation which they had available. The Commission would encourage relevant religious orders to make more documentation publicly available.

General
The Commission recommends that the Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth appoint a qualified archivist to draft a guide to the records that are of interest to those who have either a personal or academic interest in the history of women and children in residential institutions.